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Abstract 
In this paper we propose a quite general process language called .XY, which can be suitably 
instantiated to model the synchronous language statecharts. The main novelty of the language 
is an operator of process refinement for representing statecharts hierarchy. Moreover, we de- 
fine a compositional proof system for checking p-calculus properties of 99 processes. Such a 
proof system is sound in general and it is complete for finite-state processes including the one 
corresponding to statecharts. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Statecharts; p-calculus; Compositional verification 
1. Introduction 
Statecharts [ 121 are a visual synchronous formalism for the specification of reactive 
systems, which overcome the limitations of classical state-transition diagrams by in- 
troducing notions of hierarchy, concurrency and broadcast communication. The basic 
idea is to have transitions between basic states labelled by a pair trigger/action, where 
trigger express an enabling condition over input events and action gives the set of pro- 
duced events. Basic components can be composed in parallel and can be refined. These 
features permit modular and structured specifications also of complex reactive systems. 
The language relies on the synchrony hypothesis [5]: the reaction of the system to en- 
vironment inputs is instantaneous. Under this assumption the instantaneous reaction of 
the system (a step) is defined as a maximal set of parallel transitions triggered by the 
inputs. Due to the synchrony hypothesis transitions simultaneously produce new events, 
which may enable other transitions at the same time. However, as it is well-known, 
this behaviour leads to some causal paradoxes, such as transitions disabling their own 
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causes and self-enabling transitions. Hence, the definition of a formal semantics for 
statecharts turned out to be very complex and many different approaches have been 
suggested over the last few years [ 14, 17, 16,31,27,25, 131. Among the various propos- 
als the semantics of [27] provides a very convincing interpretation for solving causality 
problems. The main idea is to require steps to be maximal sets of parallel transitions, 
which satisfy in addition some notions of causality and consistency. Unfortunately, 
the combination of the synchrony hypothesis with causality and consistency leads to a 
non-modular semantics [ 161. 
In the reactive systems framework formal verification is an essential task. Proposi- 
tional n-calculus [ 19,291 has received a great success as a logic for verifying concurrent 
and reactive systems. It contains modal operators for describing actions of a system, 
and greatest and least fixpoints for expressing safety and liveness properties. These 
features give a great expressive power to ,u-calculus, which indeed subsumes many 
modal and temporal logics, such as the branching time logics CT& CTL* [9]. In the 
last years, the problem of model-checking for ,n-calculus has been extensively stud- 
ied [ 11,20,30,34,7,2]. The classical approach consists of algorithms, that compute all 
the states of the model, which satisfy the formula. Standard approximation techniques 
are used for computing fixpoints. In contrast in local model checking [20,30,34] it is 
checked if a state satisfies the formula without computing all the states that satisfy the 
formula. The basic idea is that of using some form of fixpoint induction instead of 
approximation techniques. This approach has the clear advantage that only a restricted 
part of the state space is explored. In the framework of CCS-like languages local model 
checking has been combined with compositional verification [4,21,33,3, IO], where the 
verification of a property for a compound process is reduced to the verification of some 
derived properties for its components. The role of compositionality for the verification 
of complex systems is well established. The first advantage is that, when changing a 
part of the system, only the verification concerning that component must be redone. 
Second, it makes it possible to leave part of the system undefined and still to rea- 
son about it. Moreover, the verification task may be reduced into potentially simpler 
tasks. 
In this paper we address the problem of compositional verification for statecharts. 
We introduce a new process language called 99, which can model statecharts ac- 
cording to the semantics of Pnueli and Shalev. Second, we define a compositional 
proof system for checking n-calculus properties of LW processes. 99 is a quite gen- 
eral CCS-like language which is parametric in the set of basic actions. In addition to 
the classical operators of prefixing, choice, parallel composition and recursion, there 
is an operator of process rejinement, which naturally captures statecharts hierarchy. 
Moreover, explicit locations are used in processes as a counterpart of statecharts basic 
states. In order to define the semantics of YY as a labelled transition system, two 
operations over basic actions of parallel composition and conflict are assumed. The 
operation of parallel composition realizes the communication among parallel compo- 
nents and it is used in the parallel composition of processes for synchronizing the 
actions of the two processes. The operation of conflict is typical of this language 
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and relies on the assumption that the performance of actions depends on the envi- 
ronment behaviour. Intuitively, an action al is in conflict with an action a2 if at is 
enabled with respect to environment inputs, that do not enable a2. The main feature 
of the semantics is that both real actions and idle actions of processes are explic- 
itly represented. For this purpose, typed actions a : T, with t E {idle, non-idle} are 
used. A transition a : idle means that the process is idle on the action a, namely it 
is idle with respect to the environment inputs, that enable a. Since we are interested 
in capturing the synchrony of statecharts (maximality of reaction) the semantics is 
defined so that a process is idle if and only if no real action can be performed be- 
cause of the environment inputs. This behaviour can be achieved by assuming that a 
process is idle only on actions that are in conflict with all the possible actions of the 
process. 
These features lead to a semantics for 9V which is very adequate for capturing all 
the aspects of statecharts. In particular, we show a translation of statecharts into closed 
.cYLY’ processes according to the semantics of Pnueli and Shalev. The idea is that of con- 
structing in a compositional way a process with basic actions representing transitions 
and locations corresponding to statechart boxes. The refinement and the parallel compo- 
sition of statecharts are directly captured by the corresponding operators over processes. 
The main problem is the definition of basic actions and of the corresponding operations 
of parallel composition and conflict. In fact, it is necessary to consider basic actions, 
where the input-output behaviour associated to transitions is represented. Unfortunately, 
since the semantics of Pnueli and Shalev is non-modular, it is not sufficient to observe 
the input-output behaviour of components. This problem is not surprising as already 
discussed by many authors [3 1, 17, 15, 16,221. One solution is to consider basic actions 
representing both input-output and the causal relation between inputs and outputs. In 
the operation of parallel composition an action a resulting from the parallel composition 
of actions at and a2 is required to represent the steps given by the union of the steps 
corresponding to at and a2. Therefore, the input-output behaviour of action u must be 
equivalent to the one of these steps, where the internal communication among parallel 
components is realized. We show that the causal orderings of al and a2 can be suitably 
combined in order to obtain an action a which correctly models the steps, where in ad- 
dition the principle of causality and of consistency are satisfied. On the other hand, the 
operation of conflict can be simply defined by assuming that an action al is in conhict 
with a2 iff it is enabled with respect to sets of inputs, which prevent the performance 
of LIZ. 
It is important to stress that other semantics of statecharts, such as the ones of 
[ 14,251, can be obtained by taking in the translation different basic actions describing 
transitions and different definitions of parallel composition of actions and of conflict. 
Moreover, the interest of the language .Y’2 is not limited to statecharts and other 
classical process calculi, such as SCCS [26] and CBS (calculus of broadcast systems) 
[28], can be embedded in it. 
In the second part of the paper we define a compositional proof system for check- 
ing /l-calculus properties of .C/‘P processes. The proof system is defined in the style 
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of [3] and combines together local and compositional reasoning. Rules are of two 
types: 
l logical rules, which work on the structure of the formula. Fixpoint formulas are 
treated by the method of tagged fixpoints of [34]; 
l compositional rules on the structure of the process for the next modalities. 
By the combination of these two sets of rules the construction of proofs is completely 
driven by the syntax of the formula and of the process without reference to the un- 
derlying transition system. The proof system is proved to be sound in general and 
complete for the class of finite-state closed processes, i.e. also for processes modelling 
statecharts. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 statecharts are introduced. Section 3 
presents the language 9’9 and its operational semantics. Section 4 shows the embed- 
ding of statecharts in 9.9 and Section 5 shows an example of statechart processes. 
Propositional p-calculus is described in Section 6. Sections 7 and 8 present the com- 
positional proof system. Finally, Section 10 contains an example of verification. 
2. Introduction to statecharts 
In this section we introduce statecharts and briefly discuss the main features of the 
semantics proposed in [27]. 
A statechart specifies a reactive system, which continuously interacts with its envir- 
onment by receiving and sending signals of a finite set Zl of primitive events. We 
assume nil E II, where nil denotes the null event, and we denote by fi = {C / e E Ii’}, 
where 2 denotes the negation of event e. For e = 2’ E I?, we denote by C its negation, 
i.e. the event e’. 
Definition 1. A statechart S over Il is defined as follows: 
0 S is S=({Si,. . . , Sk}, T, in, out, x, 6) a basic sratechart over l7, where 
- {Si,. . . ,&} is a set of boxes, with boxes(S) = {S} lJj, t,,kl Si. 
_ T is a finite not empty set of transitions. 
_ in : T ---f {Sl,. _. ,&}, out : T + (271,. . .,&}. 
- x : T --f 2”“” x 2” is the labelling function of transitions. Let trigger(t) and 
action(t) denote the first and second component of x, respectively. We require 
that trigger(t), action(t) # 0 and that e, 24 trigger(t) U action(t). 
- 6:s + (5’1,. . Sk} is the default function giving the default substate. 
If k = 0 then S is an empty statechart and boxes(S) = {S}. 
l S is a rejined statechart V(S, {SI,. . . , Sk}) over n iff 
_ S is a basic non-empty statechart, where boxes(S) = {S} Uj, (I,k,{Si}. 
- {Sl, . . . ,&} is a non-empty finite set of statecharts S; over Ii’ such that {S} n 
boxes($) = 0 and boxes(Si) n boxes(S’)= 0 for all i, j E { l,k} such that i # j. 
Moreover, boxes(S) = {S} Ui E ll,kl boxes($). 
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Fig. I. A statechart 
l S is an AND statechart S =AND(&, SZ) over 17 iff 
_ Si,& are a non-empty statecharts over II, and boxes(S) = {S} lJ, E 1,,2) 
boxes(Si), and {S} n boxes(&)= 0 and boxes($) n boxes(Sj) =8 for all 
i,,j E { 1,2} such that i # j. 
Consider the statechart of Fig. 1, where transitions are labelled as follows: 
tl : a/b, t2 : a/b, t3 : b/c, t4 : b/c, t5 : d/nil, t6 : d/nil. 
Statecharts E and F are basic statecharts, while G is given by the parallel composition 
of E and F. Statechart of Fig. 1 is a refined statechart V(S, {G,H}), where S is a 
basic statechart with boxes G and H. As showed by the picture, state G is refined by 
AND(E,F), while state H is refined by the empty statechart. Transitions are depicted 
by arrows and are labelled by a pair trigger/action. Intuitively, the trigger express an 
enabling condition on input events, while action gives the set of produced events. For 
instance, transition tl requires event a from the environment to be enabled and produces 
event b. Note that the trigger may contain negated events, as the trigger of tb. The 
condition 2 has to be interpreted as ‘signal d must be absent’. Negated events are 
essential for expressing priorities and interrupts. The default substate is represented by 
an arrow without source, such as state A in statechart E. The default state is entered 
whenever the refined state is entered. 
Given Si,& E boxes(S), we denote by LCA(SI,&) the statechart S’, such that 
S’ E boxes(S) and Si ,Sz E boxes(S’) and, for all S” E boxes(S), such that SI ,S2 E 
bo.ues(S”), S’ E boxes(S”). Note that, for each pair Si,&,LCA(Si,&) is always de- 
fined, since the hierarchy of boxes has a tree-like structure. 
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A configuration (global state) of a statechart is given by a maximal set of boxes, 
which are in parallel components. 
Definition 2. Let S be a statechart. A set of states c C boxes(S) is a configuration iff, 
for each Si, S, E c, LCA(Si,S2) is an AND statechart, and c is maximal. 
In the following, we denote by C(S) the set of configurations of statechart S. 
A configuration c E C(S) is called the default conjiguration iff, for each S’ E boxes(S), 
such that S’ is a basic statechart or a refined statechart, 6(S’) E c. We denote by d(S) 
the default configuration of S, namely the initial configuration. 
2.1. The semantics of Pnueli and Shalev 
The semantics of statecharts is based on the synchrony hypothesis: the reaction of 
the system to inputs is instantaneous. This is indeed an abstraction, which is justified 
by the assumption that the environment can be described as a discrete process and 
that the system is infinitely faster than the environment. The main advantage is that 
the behaviour of a statechart can be defined as the (infinite) sequence of reactions 
(steps) to enviroment inputs without reference to time. The main problem is to define 
a suitable notion of step taking the system from a configuration to another. In the 
approach of Pnueli and Shalev [27], a step satisfies some basic requirements, which 
can be summarized as the synchrony hypothesis (maximality) and the principles of 
causality and global consistency. 
By synchrony hypothesis all the events generated by transitions taken in a step are 
simultaneous with inputs. Consider the statechart of Fig. 1. If the current configuration 
is {S, G, E,F,A,B} and, if the environment produces event a, both transitions tl and 
t3 are performed. In fact, tl is enabled with respect to the input and generates event 
6, which enables t3. By maximality, since transition t3 is in parallel with tl, then 
it must be taken. The reached configuration is {S, G, E, F, C, D}. On the other hand, 
if the environment produces d, then {ts} is the only possible step and the reached 
configuration is {S,H}, since state G is left. If the environment produces both a and 
d, then both {tl, t3) and (t5) are steps and there is a non deterministic choice. Note 
that, if the environment does not produce a, b and d, then the empty step is the only 
step from {S, G, E, F, A, B} . 
The principle of causality requires the existence of a causal ordering between tran- 
sitions taken in a step. Consider the statechart G of Fig. 1, where transitions tl and 
t3 are labelled as a/b and b/a, respectively. Suppose that the current configuration is 
{G, E, F, A,B} and that the environment does not communicate both a and b. One could 
think that both transitions are performed, since they are parallel and they are enabled 
with respect to the whole set of generated events {a, b}. In contrast, in this approach 
the only possible step is the empty one, since each transition depends on the other. 
Global consistency requires transitions of a step to be enabled with respect to the 
global set of produced events. Consider statechart G, where transitions tl and t3, are 
labelled as a/b and b/a, respectively. If the current configuration is (G, E, F,A, B} and 
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if the environment does not produce both a and b, then there is no possible step. 
The problem is that transition tr is enabled with respect to the input and generates 
event b, which enables transition t3. By maximality, transition t3 must be performed 
and generates instantaneously event a, which disables tr. Therefore, the performance 
of tl causes the disabling of its own causes. This situation well-known as a causal 
paradox can be seen in this semantics as a run-time error. Other interpretations of 
causal paradoxes have been suggested in other semantics. 
All these requirements are captured by taking as a step a subset of transitions which 
is the fixpoint of a relation En,,,l. The idea is that t E En,,(T) iff t is enabled in 
configuration c with respect to input I assuming that transitions in T are taken. 
We denote by T(S) the set of transitions of S, i.e. the union of sets T such that 
S’ = ({Sl, . , &}, T, in, out, x, 6) E boxes(S). 
Definition 3. Let S be a statechart and I C: Il be a set of events. We define 
l For tI, t2 E T(S), tl is consistent with t2 iff tl E T(Sl), tl E T(Sl) with SI,& E 
boxes(S), such that LCA(Sr,S~) is an AND statechart. 
l For T C_ T(S), con(T) = {t E T(S) 1 t is consistent with t’ for all t’ E T}. 
l For c E C(S), vel(c) = {t E T(S) 1 out(t) E c}. 
l trig(l)={tET(S)IVeEtrigger(t),eEZ and V’eEtrigger(t),e$Z}. 
l En,:,(T) = rel(c) n con(T) n trig(1 U gen( T)), where gen( 2”) = U, E r action(t). 
Definition 4. Given a configuration L’ E C(S) and a set of input signals I & II, the set 
of transitions T C T(S) is an udmissible step with respect to c and I iff En,,(T) = T 
and if T is inseparable, i.e. for each T’ c T, En,..,(T’) n (T - T’) #@. The configu- 
ration c’ E C(S) obtained from c via T is given by c’ = c - (U, E r boxes(out(t))) u 
(U , c T 4in(t))). 
We use the notation c 3 c’ to denote a step from configuration c to configuration 
c’ on input I which produces output 0. 
Let us briefly explain the definition. Maximality of steps is guaranteed by En,:,(T) 
C T, which ensures that all enabled transitions are taken. Note that a transition t is en- 
abled iff its source state is in the configuration (t E rel(C)) and if its trigger is satisfied 
by the set of all produced events (t E trig(U gen( T)). The condition of inseparability 
guarantees the existence of a causal ordering between transitions. Consider the state- 
chart G of Fig. 1, where transitions tl and t3 are labelled as a/b and b/a, respectively. 
Suppose that the current configuration is c = {G, E,F,A, B} and that the environment 
does not communicate both a and b. We have En,:e( {tl , t3)) = { tl, t3). However, { tl, t3} 
is separable, since En,@(@) n { tl, t3} = 0. Thus, the only admissible step is the empty 
one. Global consistency is achieved by requiring T 2 En,:,(T). Consider statechart G, 
where transitions tl and t3, are labelled as ZJb and b/a, respectively. Suppose that the 
current configuration is c and that the environment does not produce both a and 6. 
There is no admissible step, since each set of transitions does not fullfil the require- 
ments. Note that {tl, t3) is not a step, since En,:n({tl, t3)) = {tj}, namely t3 disables tl 
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It is important to stress that empty steps are admissible steps. In contrast, a non- 
defined reaction denotes an anomalous situation, i.e. a causal paradox. 
3. The language 9~9’ 
In this section we introduce the process language 99”. We assume a set Act of 
basic actions, a set Lot of locations and a set of Var of variables. 
Definition 5. We define processes 9’9 as follows: 
b ::= nil 1 a.t 1 bl + b2 
t::=e::blrecx.t)tvp(x 
p::=e::t/d::p, x p2 
where a E Act, x E Var, L E Lot. 
The stratified grammar is motivated by the aim to have a hierarchical structure for 
locations that is analogous to the one of statechart boxes, i.e. a tree-like structure. 
Process e :: t E 92F’ denotes the process t at location e and process L :: p1 x p2 denotes 
the parallel composition of processes p1 and ~2. Intuitively, in the statecharts frame- 
work e corresponds to the outer box. As usual nil denotes the empty process, bl + b:! 
denotes the choice between bl and bz, while a.t denotes process t prefixed by action 
a. Process recx.t is the classical recursive process and process t Vp denotes process t 
refined by p. This new operator V is characteristic of 99’ and is used to represent 
statecharts hierarchy. 
We define variables(p) = {x E Var I x is a subprocess of p} and free(p) = {X E 
variables(p) Ix does not occur inside the scope of recx}. We say that p E 9.9’ is 
closed iff free(p) = 0 and we denote by %5’99 the set of closed 99 processes. 
The labelled transition system semantics of 9Y processes is based on two opera- 
tions over actions: an operation of parallel composition x : Act x Act + 2Act and an 
operation of conflict # : Act U { } * --+ 2Act. The parallel composition is used to encode 
the communication among parallel components. The underlying idea of conflict is that 
the enabling of actions depends on the environment inputs. So, an action a’ E #(a) is 
in conflict with action a, if a’ is enabled with respect to sets of inputs, that do not 
enable a. For instance, the action “signal a is absent” is in conflict with the action 
“ signal a is received”. The action {*} is used to give the semantics of the empty 
process. 
Moreover, we assume that x is associative, namely, for each al,a2,a3 E Act, 
al x (a2 x a3) = (al x a2) X a3. 
Assume p E 99, we define the set of current locations, lot(p) as 
l loc(d :: t) = (8) u lot(t); 
l loc(f::p1 x p2)={~}Uloc(p~)Utoc(p2); 
l loc(l::b)={f}; 
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0 Zoc(rec xt) = lot(t); 
0 Zoc( tVp) = Zoc(t) u Zoc( p). 
Intuitively, for statecharts processes Zoc( p) gives the current configuration. 
The semantics of 99’ is given as a labelled transition system (%‘9’9”, Y(Act), H), 
where %?Y.P is the subset of closed 39 and Y(Act) is the set of semantic actions 
defined as follows. 
Definition 6. Let Act be a set of basic actions. We define Y(Act) as the set of 
semantic actions a: z, such that a E Act and r E {s,E}. For ~=a: z E Y(Act), 
type(u) = 7. 
Two types of actions are considered: non-idle (E) and idle (E). A non-idle action 
represents a real action of the process. In contrast, an idle action a : E represents the 
fact that the process is idle on a, i.e. it is idle with respect to the environment inputs, 
which enable action a. In the statecharts framework non-idle actions will correspond 
to non-empty steps, while idle actions will correspond to empty steps. 
The operation x can be extended to semantic actions Y(Act) as follows. 
Definition 7. Assume Ui = ai : Zi E Y(Act), for i E { 1,2}. We define c11 x ~(2 as the set 
{a : z E Y(Act)}, suchthataEa,xa2andT=e,ifzi=&forsomeiE{1,2},andz=E 
otherwise. 
Note that an action obtained by the parallel composition is idle iff both the actions 
are idle. 
The transition relation is obtained by the following rules: 
/i :: e2 :: a.t 1-2 I!, :: t L,::&*::a.tfit,::L~::a.t bE#(a) 
f::nilE d::nil bE#(*) 
e, :: ez :I bi E+ p {f, 1: e2 :I bi Z+ e, :I l2 1: bi}ie 1,,2) 
type(a) = E 
choice, 
type(u)=E 
e, ::L2::bl +b2 & p e, :: e2 :: b, + b2 & &, :: e2 :: b, + b2 
choice2 
tf :: t ~5 p/type(u) = EV1 p 23 p’type(a) = 8 
s::tvp2+ p’ c::tvp~ extvp 
v2 
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G 1: t[reCX.t/X] A prec {pi I3 pi}i 6 {l,z)Ct E c11 X Cc2 par 
e::recx.t Z+ p e::p,xp$+-f::p’IXp; 
Let us explain the rules. In order to capture the maximality of reaction of statecharts 
the underlying idea of the semantics is that idle actions are taken iff no non-idle 
action is possible because of the behaviour of the environment. Consider a process 
ei :: /2 :: at. If the environment enables action a then 81 :: e2 :: at evolves into Li :: t by 
performing an action CI : E (non-idle) and location & is left. In contrast, if action a is 
not enabled by the environment behaviour, then the process is idle. This is represented 
by transitions labelled by a’ : E, where a’ is in conflict with a. The reached process is 
ei :: & :: a.t. Actions of type idle and non-idle are treated differently in the operators 
of refinement and of choice. Consider a process e, :: Ll :: 61 + bz. Rule choicei is the 
classical rule for choice and it is applicable iff the action is non-idle. On the other 
hand, by rule choicez, bl and bZ must agree on idle actions. This guarantees maximal 
reaction. In a similar way the semantics of e :: t Vp is defined. Idle actions of L :: t Vp 
must be idle actions of both 8 :: t and p as required by V3. The main idea of process 
refinement is reflected by the difference between rule Vi and V2. When a non-idle 
action of p is performed, the resulting process is t? :: t VP’. In contrast, when a non- 
idle action of e :: t is performed the resulting process is p’. This behaviour captures the 
hierarchy of statecharts boxes. The rule of parallel composition is the standard rule for 
synchronous languages, i.e. both processes must take an action. The resulting action 
is obtained by the parallel composition of actions x , which intuitively realizes the 
communication among parallel components. 
Assume p E %?Yp9. We say that p is regular iff it has guarded recursion and for 
each variable X, x does not occur free in subprocess L :: p1 x p2 and in process PI, 
such that e :: t Vp, is a subprocess of p. 
Definition 8. Assume p E %?YP. We define BP as the subset of g.99 such that 
. PEgpi 
l if p’ E ~8~ and, if p’ 2% p”, then p” E BP. 
For a regular process p E WY.??‘, 9iTP is finite. 
4. From statecharts to 99 processes 
In this section we show as 99 can be instantiated to statecharts. We define a 
translation a from statecharts into closed processes, such that the semantics of a(s) is 
equivalent to the Pnueli and Shalev semantics of statechart S. 
The idea is that of constructing in a compositional way on the syntax of the statechart 
a corresponding process where basic actions correspond to transitions and locations to 
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boxes(S). Basic actions are required to describe the input-output behaviour associated 
to transitions. The main problem is that the semantics of Pnueli and Shalev is not 
modular, so that the input-output is not sufficient for compositionahty. In order to 
solve this problem we consider actions representing both the pair input-output and the 
causal ordering between events. 
We consider basic actions with the following syntax. 
Definition 9. Let ll a finite set of primitive events. We define Z(n) as the set of pairs 
(e, 3) where 
(1) P E 2”“’ and L is consistent, i.e. e,e 4 t; 
(2) < is an ordering over 2’ x 2’ such that: 
(a) 4 is an irrejkxive ordering relation; 
(b) for each C, C’ E 2’ such that C’ C C, if C/‘-X C’ then C[C”/C’] -: C (transitiv- 
ity). 
The ordering represents the causality relation between inputs and outputs. Thus, 
{e, e”} 4 {e’} means that both e and e” are necessary for event e’ to be produced. In 
contrast, {e} 4 {e’} and {e”} + {e’} means that both e and e” are sufficient for event 
e’ to be produced. By transitivity of the ordering {e} + {e’} and {e’} < {e”} implies 
(e} + (e”}. So, event e is sufficient for generating both e’ and e”. The requirement 
of irreflexivity guarantees that there are not causal cycles. Moreover, the whole set of 
events is required to be consistent for ensuring global consistency. 
Definition 10. For (T = (d, < ) E Z(U), we define trigger(o) = {e E h’U rf 1 j!!lC E 2”“’ 
such that C < {e}} and action(a) = P\triggrr((P, <)). 
Intuitively, the trigger of c is the set of events required either to be present or absent 
in the input for enabling the action, while its action is the set of events produced by 
the action. Transitions are represented by basic actions with the same input-output. 
Definition 11. Let S be a statechart. For t E T(S), lab(t)= (trigger(t) U action(t), 
{trigger(t) < {e’} 1 e’ E action(t) - {nil, trigger(t)}}). 
For instance, a transition with label a,t/d will be represented by the action ({a, C,d}, 
{u,F} < {d}), where it is explicitly represented that the presence of a and the absence 
of c are needed for the enabling of the action and that its performance produces d. 
The operation x of parallel composition is quite complex. Roughly speaking, cr E gI 
x 02 corresponds to the step given by the union of the steps represented by crl and 
cr2. Hence, the input-output of o must be equivalent to the one of such a step, where 
the communication among parallel components is realized. Moreover, the conditions of 
causality and consistency must be checked. 
Given two orderings +I, 42, we denote by ( +I U 42)+, the ordering 3, such that 
41 U <z C + and such that, if C + C’ and C’ + C”, then C < C”, and such that, for 
each C, C’, if C’ C: C and Cl’+ C’, then C[C”/C’] -X C. 
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Definition 12. Given 01= (81, +1) E Z(n) and 02 = (82, +) E Z(ZZ), we define 
(~1 x 02 = {CJ = (8, + )} such that 
0 e = 81 U 82 iff ei U 82 is consistent; 
l 4 C( 41 U -$)+ such that (e, 4) E Z(ZZ) and 4 is maximal. 
The idea is that the parallel composition of actions (ei, 41) and (82, +) is given 
by the union of events Li U F!Z and by the ordering, that is the maximal subset of 
( 41 U -Q)+, which is irreflexive. 
Consider 01 =({a,b},{a}~t{b}) and ~72 =({b,c},{b}~~{~}), which can be seen as 
actions describing two parallel transitions with labels a/b and b/c, respectively. We have 
~1 x c9={cr} with ~=({a,b,c},{a} +(b),(b) +(c),(a) +{c}). The communication 
due to parallel composition is suitably realized by the transitive closure of orderings. In 
fact, the input-output of 0, trigger(e) = {u} and action(a) = {b,c}, correctly models 
the step given by the transitions represented by 01 and ~2, event a is sufficient to 
trigger both transitions, because of the internal production of event b. 
Note that (+~u-Q)+ may be reflexive. Consider rrt =({a,b},{a} +1(b)) and a~= 
({a, b}, {b} +2(u)), where the production of b depends on the receiving of a and the 
production of u depends on the receiving of b, respectively. The parallel composition 
of crl and 02 cannot be (T = ({a,b}, {a} + {b}, {b} + {a}), because of the causality 
principle. Actually, trigger(a) = 0 implies that both transitions are performed with re- 
spect to the empty input. In contrast, by the requirement of irreflexivity, we have 
o1 x 02 = {ai, ~2) so that either event a or event b is needed from the environment to 
trigger both transitions. 
The operation of conflict is defined as follows. 
Definition 13. For (T E Z(n), we define #(a) = {(E, 0) 1 E g IZ U fi, such that E is con- 
sistent and ‘de E II, either e E E or G E E and there exists e E E, such that 2 E trigger(a)}. 
Moreover, we define #(*) = {(E, 8) 1 E C I7 U fi, such that E is consistent and Ve E ZI, 
either e E E or 2 E E}. 
The idea is that cr’ E #(a) iff for each set of inputs I G II, I enables r~’ only if I 
does not enable 6. 
Consider, for instance, an action o =({a, b,c}, {a, b} 4 {c}). We have #(o)= 
{({~,b,c},Q)),({~,~,c},Q)), ({a,b,~},B),({b,a,c},0),({~,~,~},0),8),(,c},0)}. Action 
0 cannot be performed iff the environment does not produce both a and b. The actions 
#(o) represent exactly these conflicting behaviours of the environment. 
The translation a(S) is inductively defined over the structure of statechart S. 
Let t E F, {pi}iE(l,n) E W9’9’ be closed processes and let Zi E Lot. We denote by 
ref(t, {(II, p1 ), . . . , (E,, p,)}) the process obtained by substituting in t each occurrence 
of a subterm Ii 1: t’ with li 1: t’Vpi. 
Definition 14. The translation a is defined as follows. 
l Let S be a basic empty statechart.Then a(S) = S :: S :: nil. 
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0 Let S=({Si,..., S,}, T, in, out, x,6) be a basic non-empty statechart. For each 
i~{l,n}, let Ti={tETIin(t)=Si}. Let t,=recs.Si::(CIET,lUb(t).out(t)), if 
Tj # 8 and ts, = Si :: nil, otherwise. 
Process cc(S) is obtained by repeating the following substitutions, where initially 
a(S) = S :: t;i(s): 
- If a(S) is closed then stop; 
- If a(S) is open, then for each sj Efiee(a(S)), a(S) = cl(S)[ts,/s,]. 
l Let S be a refined statechart V(S, {Si,. . . ,S,,}) and cr(S)=S:: ts. Then 
z(V(S, {Sl, .. . , &})) is defined as 
S :: ref((ts, {(SI,@~)),. . .,CL 4%)))>. 
l Let S=AND(Si,&). Then GL(S)=S::~X(S~)X z(&). 
Note that, for each statechart S, a(S) is a regular process. 
The definitions of lab(t), of x and # are defined so that the semantics of a(S) agrees 
with the Pnueli and Shalev semantics of S as stated by the following theorem. 
Assume I C 17 and 8 C n U fi. We say that I triggers d(Z -+ e) iff, for each e E / n Ii’, 
e E I, and for each 2 E en l?‘, e 6 I. Moreover, for CI = cr : r E 9’(Z(n)), we denote by 
trigger(a) and action the sets trigger(a) and action(o), respectively. 
Theorem 15. Let S be a statechart over Il. 
l For each c E C(S), such thut c is reachable from A(S), there exists p E .9&(s), 
such that lot(p) = c. Moreover, for euch I C n, if c % c’, then p & p’, where 
loc( p’) = c’ and 2 -+ trigger(a), 0 - trigger( cz) = action(a); 
l For each p E 9X”l(s), if p 2, p’, then there exist c, c’ E C(S), where lot(p) = c, 
loc(p’) = c’ and c 3 c’, for each I, 0 C l7, such that I -+ trigger(a) and 0 - 
trigger(x) = action( 
The proof of this theorem is by induction on the structure of the statechart. Con- 
sistency of steps is guaranteed by the definition of actions Z(n), while maximality is 
guaranteed by the definition of # and by the semantics of idle actions (rules choice2 
and 03). The most complex case is that of parallel composition. It must be shown 
that the condition of inseparability is captured by the definition of x over Z(n). The 
complete proof can be found in [24]. 
Note that by taking a different set of actions corresponding to transitions and different 
operations x and #, we could have a process cc(S), which has a different semantics, 
for instance, the ones of [ 14,251. 
5. An example 
In this section, we explain the translation by considering the statechart of Fig. 1, 
where transitions are labelled as 
tl : a/b, t2 : a/b, t3 : b/c, t4 : b/c, t5 : d/nil, t6 : dJni1. 
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For basic statecharts E and F, we have X(E) = E :: tl, cr(F) = F :: t2 where 
tl = recx.A :: lab(tr ).rec y.C :: lab(tz).x 
t2 = recx.B :: lab(t3).rec y.D :: lab(tJ).x. 
Note that loc(a(E))= {E,A} and loc(a(F))= {F,B}, which are the initial configu- 
rations of E and F, respectively. It is quite obvious that the semantics of a(E) and of 
a(F) correspond to the semantics of E and F, respectively. By rule ret, a(E) “‘%)” 
E :: ret y.C :: lab(tz).tl. 
Since trigger( lab( tl )) = {a} and action( lab( tl )) = {b}, this transition corresponds to 
the step { tl } from {E, A} to {E, C} with respect to inputs that contain a. On the 
other hand, by rule ret, a(E) c a(E) for o E #(lab(tl )), where a E trigger(a). These 
transitions correspond to the empty steps from {E,A} with respect to inputs that do 
not contain a. 
Since G : AND(E, F), then cc(G) = G :: a(E) x cc(F). Maximality, causality and con- 
sistency of steps are ensured by the definition of x over actions. By rule par, 
cc(G) z G :: p1 x p2 where pl = E :: ret y.C :: lab(t:!).tl, p2 = F :: ret y.D :: lab(td).tz 
and o=({a,b,c},{a} 4(b) +{c}). In fact, o~lab(t,) x Zab(t3). 
This transition corresponds to the step {t,, t3} from {G, E, F,A, B} to the configura- 
tion {G,E,F,C,D}, when the environment produces a. Actually, trigger(o) = {a} and 
action(a) = {b,c}. 
Steps such that one component takes a transition and the other one not, are obtained 
by combining a non-idle action of one component with an idle action of the other. For 
instance, from z(E) (W&%0):~ a(E) and a(F) (@,W~+1):E p2, we have 
G :: u(E) x cc(F) 
({b,c,a,d},#+}):E 
G :: z(E) x p2. 
This transition corresponds to the non-empty step {tj}, when the environment produces 
b and does not produce both a and d. 
Note that there are no steps, such that E takes a transition and F does not take 
a transition, since transition tl triggers transition t3. In fact, if we combine the only 
non-empty step of E, cl(E) ‘Obfi”” E :: ret y.C :: lab(tz).tl, with an empty step of F, 
cc(F) z a(F) for o ~#(lab(~)), we have Zab(tl) : E x CT : .F=B by global consistency. 
The problem is that b E action(lab(tl )) and 6 E trigger(o). 
Finally, we have the following empty steps U(G) c LX(G) for 0 E #(Zub(tl)) n# 
(lab(h)), ~~{({~,~,d,c},0),({~,~,~,~},0~,({~,~,~,~},0~,({~,~,~,~},0~}. 
For the basic statechart S, we have 
a(S) =S :: recx.G :: lab(ts).rec y.H :: lab(te).x. 
Hence, a(o(S, {G, H})) = S :: t(j where 
t6 = recx.(G :: lab(ts).rec y.(H :: lab(t6).xva(H))Va(G)) 
with a(H)=H::H ::nil. 
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Since a(G) z G :: p1 x ~2, by rule ret and by rule V2, 
x(V(S, {G,H])) z S :: t4VG :: pI x p2 
where t4 = G :: lub(ts).rec y.(H :: lab(t6).tgv~(H)). 
Since loc(S :: t4VG :: p1 x ~2) = {S, G, E, F,D, C}, this transition corresponds to the 
step {tr, t3) with respect to inputs that contain event a. Since S :: t/r 
lub(ts)x 
H s :: WC _v. 
(H :: l~b(t~).t~Or(H)) by rule VI, 
x(V(S, {G,H})) hhfi):” S :: ret y.(H :: lab(t6).t6Vx(H)). 
Since loc(S :: ret y.(H :: Zu6(t~).t60a(H))) = {S,H), this transition corresponds to the 
step {ts} from configuration {S, G, E,F,A,B} to configuration {S,H}, when the envir- 
onment produces d. 
As it is clear from this example rules VI and VZ for process refinement suitably 
model the corresponding operator of statecharts, which constructs the hierarchy. Note 
that rules VI and V2 can be applied, since the type of the action of S :: t4 and a(G) is 
non-idle. On the other hand, empty steps from {S, G, E, F, A,B} must be empty steps 
both of statechart G and of basic statechart S. Therefore, we have an empty step iff 
the environment produce neither a, h nor d. This is captured by rule V3, where the 
two parts are required to agree on idle actions. 
Since E(G) d a(G) and S:: t4 z S:: ?a, then S:: tqVd(G) g S:: &OR(G), for 
or E #(hh(t, )) n #(hb(t3)) n #(lab(t5)). 
By rule ret, sr(V(S, {G,H}) 2 a(V(S, {G,H}). 
Note that #(lub(t~))~#(lab(t~))~#(lub(t~))={({~,b,d,c},0),({~,b,d,F},0)}. 
6. The logic 
In this section we introduce the logic for expressing temporal properties of 99 
processes. We consider formulas of propositional p-calculus given in a negation free 
syntax and with tagged fixpoints [34]. The set of formulas of L, is defined as 
A:: =P / -P 1 X / AAA 1 AVA 1 (cc)A / [alA 1 vX{U}.A I pX{U}.A 
where X ranges over propositional variables VAR, P over propositional symbols PROP, 
x over a set of actions d and U C :‘p, where 9’ is a set of states. The set U is called 
the tug. 
Modality (cx) is the classical existential next ranging over actions d, while [a] is 
it dual. We denote by vXA and pX.A the formulas vX{B}.A and p_X{@}.A, which 
stand, respectively, for greatest and least fixpoints of the function represented by A. 
Moreover, we use the constants true and false for vX.X and pX.X, respectively. 
Formulas over VAR, PROP, a! and Y are interpreted over a model J& = ((P”,_&, 
H), y), where (9, ,al, -) is a labelled transition system and p is a valuation assigning 
subsets of .Y to variables VAR and propositional symbols PROP. 
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Given a formula A the set of states of M satisfying A is defined by &4/l:, for short 
IIAllp: 
IIf% = Pm 
II%J = ~\P(P> 
ll4lP = Pm 
IlAo VA1 Ilp = IlAollp u IIAI lb 
IlAo AAI lp = IlAollp n IIAI lb 
IIv~{%~I, =~~(IlAll,r~/x~ U u> 
ll~X{W.All, =PW$~-I\~> 
II(a)Al(, = {s E Y ) 3s’ E 9,s ?P s’,s’ E jlAljp} 
~([~~~(,={sEY~VS’EY,S~S’~~‘E~~A~~~} 
where PI’.& V) and VP.& V) denotes the least and greatest fixpoint of the monotonic 
function 4(V) on the lattice (9(Y), C). For an explanation on the use of tags in 
fixpoints we refer the reader to [34]. 
Given a model A= ((9, &, H), p), s E 9’ and a formula A, we will say that s +=.A  
iff s E IIAllt for each valuation p. Note that for closed formulas valuations are not sig- 
nificant. 
For a set of basic actions Act and for a set of locations Lot, we say that A is a L, 
formula over Act and Lot iff it is defined over actions Y(Act), propositional symbols 
Lot and has tags in %9’9”, namely in the set of closed processes over Act and Lot. 
Properties of a process p E VP’9 over Act and Lot, can be expressed as closed 
p-calculus assertions over actions Y(Act) and propositional symbols Lot. Let p E %?P’P 
and A be a closed formula, we say that p + A iff p ~~~~~ A, where A(p) = (LTS( p), y), 
with y : Lot + 2’Y9, such that P E y(p), iff P E lot(p). 
7. An introduction to the proof system 
In this section we give an informal explanation of the basic ideas underlying the 
proof system for checking whether a closed process p satisfies a closed formula A. The 
proof of p k A is constructed by exploiting both the structure of process p and the 
structure of formula A. There are two types of rules: logical rules that do not involve 
process operators, and compositional rules for formulas (a)A and [a]A. The rules for 
(a)A and [@]A depend only on the syntax of the process and do not depend on A. 
Proofs are contructed upside down in a tableau-like fashion. 
Consider a basic process p = /2 :: e4 :: a./5 :: nil, which models the basic statechart 
/2 of Fig. 2, for a = Zab(t,). Suppose that c ~#(a). We have that p b (u : E)~S and 
p f= (c : E)/4, since p s L2 :: Ls :: nil and p z p. Since p is a basic process not 
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Fig. 2. An example of refinement. 
further decomposable, we directly obtain its transitions from the syntax. We can de- 
duce p 1 (u : E)&S from &2 ::&s ::nil F &s and p F (c : E)t4 from p t &4. Moreover, 
&2 :: &s :: nil t &, and p t &4 trivially hold, since &s E loc(&z :: L’S :: nil) and &4 E lot(p), 
respectively. 
Consider the process p’ =&I :: tVp with t = &2 :: b.&j :: nil, which models the re- 
fined statechart of Fig. 2 for b = lab(tz). Suppose c E #(a) fl #(b). We have that p’ + 
(u : E)~Z A&S, p’ + (b : c)t3 A 92 and p’ b (c : 5)&z A{.+ In fact, in the labelled 
transition system, p’ 2 &I :: tV&z :: &s :: nil, p’ E &I :: &3 :: nil and p’ s p’. 
We would like to prove these properties in a compositional way without constructing 
the labelled transition system. Consider the formula (b : c)tx A 32. We have p’ + 
(b : E)&J AT&~, since p’ k &I :: &, ::nil and & 1 . ,3 ::nil k 63 A T&Z. Since type(b : :P 
E) = E, this transition is obtained by rule VI, from &I :: t k e, :: e3 :: nil. Therefore, 
&r :: t k (b : &)&3 A -&I. This reasoning suggests a compositional proof as the following: 
p’ t (b : E)L’~ A +z 
8, :: t t (b : E)L’~ A 7e2 
&I :: t t C3 A 7&2 
&I ::&3 ::nil t- &3 &I ::&S::nil t 72f2 
On the other hand, consider the formula (LZ : &)L’z A&s. We have p’ b (a : E)~I A es, 
since p’1%&1::tV&2::&s::nil and&l::tV&2::&s::nil~&,~&s. Since type(a:c)=c, 
this transition is obtained by rule 02 from p s &2 :: &, :: nil. However, we cannot 
prove this property by repeating the same reasoning as before, since the operator V is 
not commutative. Therefore, it would not be correct to deduce &, :: tVp t (u : E)~Z A es 
from p t (a : E)c?~ A es. These problems can be solved by adopting special formulas, 
called extended formulas, which have been introduced by [3] for treating parallel 
composition. We use formulas (A)~::,v with the following meaning: p + (A),A:,v iff 
& :: tVp + A. So, we can deduce p’ t (u : E)~Z A L’s from p t (u : E)(L~ A /s),,:-,v. 
In this way, the problem of checking (u : c)t’z A[, for process &r :: tVp has been 
reduced to the problem of checking a derived formula for its component p. Extended 
formulas are treated by special rules, called shift rules, that build up the structure of 






Fig. 3. An example of parallel composition. 
the process as is recorded in the extended assertion. The rules of the proof system are 
defined according to this idea and we have a proof as the following: 
e, :: tvp k (a : &)e* A e, 
p k (a : 4({2 A d5 >r, ::tV 




Consider the formula (c : E)t2 A t4. We have p’ f= (c : F)L’l A/~, since p’ 2 p’ and 
pi b e2 A /4. The transition has been obtained from /I :: t 2 /, :: t, p 2 p by rule 
V3, since t_vpe(c : E) = E. This construction must be reflected by the rules of the proof 
system. A compositional proof of (c : E)L’, A t4 can be obtained as follows by exploiting 
the fact that p A p” with type(u) = E iff p = p”. 
pl t (C : qe2 A e4 
e, :: t t (C : .c) true 
e, :: t t true 
c E #(b) 
p t (C : E) true 
pktrue 
c E #(a) 
P t e2 A e4 
. . 
The proof system is obtained by defining for each process constructor rules similar to 
the previous ones. The most difficult case is that of parallel composition. 
Consider a process p= f, :: p1 x ~2, where p1 =e2 :: /J :: a./, ::nil and p2 = 
e5 ::&6 :: b.87 ::nil, which corresponds to the statechart of Fig. 3, for a= lab(t1) and 
b = lab(t2). Suppose that c E a x b. We have p /= (C : .z)e4 A e7, since p s 8, :: pi x pi, 
where p’,=e2::/4::nil and pk=es :: f7 :: nil. By definition of the semantics this tran- 
sition is obtained by rule par from p1 E pi and pz fi pi. 
Our goal is that of avoiding the construction of p E L’, :: pi x pi. We exploit the fact 
that p2 is a basic process not further decomposable so that we know by its syntax that 
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there exists a transition p2 fi pi. This reasoning suggests the following compositional 
proof: 
(1 :: PI x p2 t- (c : &)ffq AC7 
PI k (a : E)(e4 A f7)/, x p; 
c:c:E(a:E)X(b:F) 
The problem of verifying whether (1 :: p1 x p2 satisfies (c: E)G~ A P7 has been re- 
duced to the problem of verifying whether p1 satisfies (u : ~)(t4 A t7)/, xp;. Note that 
we have used an extended formula (t4 A [7)/, X p; with the obvious semantics p” + 
(e4 A !7h, xp; ifi [I ::p”X p; + e4Ae7. 
For a process p = LI :: pl x ~2, where p2 is not a basic process, the rules will be 
based on the idea of breaking the structure of p2 in order to reduce the satisfaction 
problem for p to a satisfaction problem for some of its components. 
8. The proof system 
In this section we present the proof system. Logical rules, which do not involve 
process operators, are listed below. 
PtP 




P t Ao ptAl 
v2 
P t dW1.A p t vX{U}.A 
p t A[@{ U, p}.A/X] ’ p k A[vX{ U, P}.A/XI ” 
p t vqe P).A ,,2 
These rules are quite obvious. The soundness of fixed points rules 
lowing reduction lemma [19], which has been exploited by [34] in 
tagged fixpoints for local model checking. 
relies on the fol- 
combination with 
Lemma 16. Let E be a set und I,!I be a monotonic function on 9(E). For p E E, 
P E kw(W * P E Wx.(W)\{P~)) 
PE v&w) @ PE $(Vx.(wuU{P~)). 
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8.1. Rules for nil 
/ :: 8, :: nil k (u : $4 
t :: tl :: niE k A 
( )niZ aE#(*) 
f :: e, :: nil t- [a : &]A [ lnill 
e :: e, :: nil t [a : E]A , lnilz u ~ #(*) 
/::/I ::nil k [a : E]A 
c? :: tl :: nil I- A 
[ ]niZj a E #(*) 
These rules are quite obvious, since we have 8 :: 8, :: nil F% p’ iff a = a : E, for a E #(*), 
and p’=e::e, ::nil. 
8.2. Rules for preJixing 
L::/, ::u.t k (u: &)A 
e::t 1-A ( )1 
e::e, ::u1.t k (a2 : E)A 
t::t, ::q.t t- A ( )2 azEWa1) 
exe, ::u1.t k [a2 : &]A [ l3 ul fu2 
e :: e, :: al .t I- [a2 : E]A 
[ 14 a2 4 #(a 1 
These rules are quite obvious, since we have C :: et :: u.t & p’ iff one of the following 
cases holds: 
(1) E=U:E and p’=/::t; 
(2) a = b : E; for b E #(a), and p’ = e :: 81 :: u.t. 
8.3. Rules for choice 
Rules are of two types: rules applicable when type(a) = E, and rules applicable when 
type(a) = E. Actually, it is necessary to distinguish if either rule choice, or rule choice2 
is applicable. 
1. Rules applicable iff type(a) = E. 
/ :: /I :: bl + 62 k (a)A e::c, ::bl +b2 k [a]A 
L’ :: [I :: bj F (a)A + ( )’ {/ :: el 1: bi k [a]A}qI,2) + ’ I’ 
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2. Rules applicable iff type(M) = E. 
e::e, ::bt + b2 1 @)A 
{e :I &I 1: bi t (a)true}i,~l,~~d 1: e, 1: bl + b2 k A + ( jE 
d::/,::b,+bZk[cc]A _L::e,::b,+b21-[cr]A 
e::/l ::bl +bZ F-A +’ ‘el ~!::el ::bi F [cr]fulse ’ 
These rules are based on the observation that & :: et :: b, 
following cases holds: 
[ 14 
+ bZ F% p’ iff one of the 
(1) e::/t ::bi A p’, for i~{1,2}, and type(a)=& (rule choicet); 
(2) /::&,::bi 1-5 e::P,::bi, for each i~{1,2}, and type(cr)=E and p=p’ (rule 
choice2). 
8.4. Rules for process rejinement 
Rules for process refinement are similar to the rules for choice. However, in order 
to reflect rule V2 of the operational semantics, extended formulas are used. We define 
the extended formula (A)/:-,o with the semantics 
II(A)C::1VII = {P I e :: tC7p E IIAII). 
The corresponding shift rule is 
p k (A)/::,V 
P::tVptA 
1. Rules applicable iff type(a) = E: 
e :: tVp t- (cl)AV( )E, 
L’:: t 1 (c+A 
e :: tVp F (ic)AV( )e2 
P k (COV)G::,V 
e :: tvp t- [alA 
P t- [alW/::tv e :: t k [MU 
V[ 18 
2. Rules applicable iff type(a) = E: 
4 :: tVp t (a)A 
d::tt(a)truepk(a)truee::tVptA V( P 
b::tVp t [a]A e::tvpt [aV 
e..tVp t A 
V[ 14 t :: t t [a]faZseV’ I” 
e::tvpt [a]A 
p t [a]fulse 
V[ F3 
These rules are based on the observation that e :: tVp & p’ iff one of the following 
cases holds: 
(1) e::t ?+ p’ and type(a)=& (rule VI); 
(2) p A p” and type(a) = E, p’ = 8 :: tVp” (rule 0,); 
(3) e::t&f::t and p&p and type(cr)=E,p’=e:tVp (rule 03). 
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8.5. Rules for recursion 
Let CI E Y(Act). 
8.6. Rules for parallel composition 
e :: recx.t t [cc]A 8 :: recx.t 1 (cc)A 
/ :: t[recx.t/x] k [cr]A rec[ 1 t :: t[recx.t/x] t- (a)A rec( ) 
The case of parallel composition is the most complex. We would like to give a set of 
rules for proving in a compositional way 8 :: p1 x p2 t- [a]A (resp.(tz)A) by exploiting 
the following property: 
where cr~al xc12 and p’=e::pi x pi. 
The idea is that of reducing a judgment p k (cr)A to judgments (4’:: pl x p2,j t- 
(Uj)A}jcl I,~), where p2,j are components of ~2, depending on the structure of ~2. 
Unfortunately, the informations recorded in semantic actions are not sufficient. 
Suppose that p2 = &‘I :: 4 :: bl + b2 and that one wants to prove & :: p1 x p2 t (GI)A, 
where type(@) = E. We would like to decompose the process /t :: 4 :: 61 +b2. One could 
think of obtaining a proof of e :: p1 x p2 t (a)A either from one of e :: p1 x 81 :: ez :: b2 t 
(a)A or from one of e:: p1 x /I :: /2 :: bl t (cr)A. However, this kind of deduction is not 
correct in general. 
Suppose that G :: p1 x L’l :: t’2 :: b2 + (a)A. By definition of the semantics, there exists 
z! :: p1 x t!, :: f2 :: b2 A e :: p; x p;, such that & :: pi x pi k A. Moreover, / :: pi x 6’1 :: 
f2::b2 I% k.p’Ixp; has been obtained by rule par from p1 2 pi and dt :: & :: 
b22pP: for cc~at xa 2. However, it may be the case that 8 :: p1 x 81 :: /2 :: 61 + b2 k 
(a)A. If type(cc2) = E this is correct, since by rule choicel, LI :: 82 :: 61 + b2 2 ph. On 
the other hand, if type(cr2) =E, rule choicel is not applicable. 
Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish two cases, namely when p2 performs an 
idle action and when p2 performs a non-idle action. Since type(a2) cannot be deduced 
from type(u), we adopt formulas with modal operators over extended actions, which 
allow us to inspect the type of the two components. 
Definition 17. Let Act be a set of basic actions. We define &‘(Act) as the set of 
extended actions {a : z}, where a E Act and r is an extended type such that 
l E,E are basic extended types; 
l if ZI is an extended type and r2 is a basic extended type, then r, x 22 is an extended 
type. 
We define the function type” : b(Act) ---f {E, E} as follows. For a : z E 9’(Act), then 
type*(a : z) = z. For a : z E &(Act)\Y’(Act), where Z=ZI x 72, then type*(a: T)=E if 
type*(a : 7i) = E, for some i E { 1,2}, and type*(a :z) = r?, otherwise. 
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The semantics of (a),4 and [a].4 with z E &Act) is defined as follows. Assume 




r = a : z, CL’ = a : z’ and type*(a) = 7’; 
If 3 =a: TI x ~2 E B(Act)\Y(Act), then pA p’ has been been obtained by rule 
par from p, A pi, such that p=P::pl x ~2, p’=P :: pi x pi, a’~ri x xk, and 
1, pi H pi is consistent with CC;, where rl = ai : T, and XI = ai : T:. 
formulas (cc),4 and [MIA with u E &Acl), 
l II(~)A/I={~E~~Y~~(~‘E~Y~,~~~‘,~‘EI(AI~ and pLp’ is consistent 
with a}; 
l ]I [%]A II = {p E VY’9 / V~‘EG~YYY, p A p’, which is consistent with CC, then p’ E 1jA 11). 
Intuitively, p + (r)A with cx E b(Act)\Y(Act) iff there exists p d p’, where p’ t= A, 
such that CI = a : z, CY’ = a : z’ and the transition is constructed consistently with r. For 
instance, if z = e x E, then p d p’ must be obtained by rule par applied to premises 
{Pi s+ P:liE{I,Z}> where type( ~‘1) = F and type( c$ ) = F. 
In order to give the rules for the parallel composition, we extend the operation x to 
extended actions. Assume al : ~1 E b(Act), a2 : ~2 E .Y(Act). We define (a : TI ) @ (a : ~2) 
= {cl : 71 x t2 I a E a] x a2} c B(Act). 
For c( = a : ~1 x 72 E B(Act), we use the notation proj,(a) to denote a : Zi G &Act). 
8.6. I. Expansion rules 
Formulas with extended actions are introduced by the following rules. 
t :: p1 x p2 t- @)A 
f :: PI x p2 k @)A 
80 BE&(E) 
e::p, x p2k[a]A 
la :: PI x P2 t [PilAIic{l,n} 
4 1 G(a) = {piliE{ I,n) 
where, for r=a:z~Y(Act), &(a)={ a: z’ E &Act)}, such that z’ E&(T) is an ex- 
tended type, where a(c) = { EXE,EXE,EXE} andQ(E)={ExE}. 
These rules are based on the consideration that an arrow G :: p1 x p2 A L :: pi x pi is 
obtained by rule par from {p; ?f+ pi}iEll,Z), with x E XI x ~2. Thus, if type(r) = E, then 
type(a;) = E, for some i E { 1,2}. On the other hand, if type(u) = E, then type(q) = F, 
for each i~{1,2}. 
8.6.2. Rules for nil 
We define extended formulas (A), xPz with the following semantics: 
lI(~)~.,*II ={p, IL:: PI x p2 E 11All) 
The corresponding shift rule is: 
PI ~(A)/.,, 
/::p, x p2kA 
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e::pl x~~::&::nilk(a)A aEp@(b:E) 
PI k (D)(Ahx/j ::f2::ni/ ’ Oni’ b E #(*) 
t :: p1 x L’l :: & :: nil I- [cc]A 
x [ ]nil {PiliE{ l,k} = 
{PI k [Pil(A>~ x 4 ::h ::niI)iE{l,k} {pIaEB@(b:E),bE#(*)} 
These rules are based on the observation that for p2 = tl :: & :: nil, p2 3 pi ifi pi = p2 
and c12 = b : E, for b E #(*). 
8.6.3. Rules for prefixing 
G :: p1 x L’l :: 82 :: a.t t (GI)A 
PI k (P)(A)! x 4 :: t 
x ()I aEp@(a:E) 
G :: pl x el :: 82 :: a.t t- (a)A 
x 02 
me/lx (b:E) 
PI t (P)(A)e x ri ::/i::a.t b E #(a) 
{“iliE{ 1,“) = 
e::pl xcf~::&::a.tl-[[cl]A 
{PI k [nil/ x t, ::t ) 
xr, {a’(aEa’@3(a:c)} 
iE{l,n) {Pi)iE{l,k} = 
{PI k [PiI( x /I ::l*::a.t}i~{~,k) {BIaEp@(b:E),bE#(a)} 
These rules are based on the observation that, if p2 = /I :: ez :: a.t, then p2 I% pi iff one 
of the following cases holds: 
(1) ccz=a:& and pi=4 : t; 
(2) q=b:E, for bE#(a), and p;=p2. 
8.6.4. Rules for choice 
Rules for p2 = L’r :: & :: bl + b2 are partitioned into two sets. The first set is given by 
rules applicable when the type of the action of p2 is E, while the second one when the 
type of the action of t2 is E. We define extended formulas (A)xb+ with the semantics 
ll(A>xb+ll = {e:: Pi X ei :: f2::blle::pl xL’,::&::b+b~~IIAll} 
The shift rule is 
e::p, ~f,::/,::blt(A)~b+ 
k-p, xcfl ::~2::b+bl~A 
1. Rules applicable iff type(proj,( rx)) = E: 
l :: pl x e, :: 8, :: b, + b2 k @)A 
e :I PI X el :I e2 1: bi k (a)A X()-t& 
e :: pl x 8, :: f2 :: bl + b2 t- [a]A 
{e :: p1 X ~, :: ~2 :: bi ~ [CI]A}iE(l,Z) XL]+& 
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2. Rules applicable iff type(proj,(~)) = E: 
e::p, xe,::e,::b, fbzk(a)A 
{P 1: PI x {I 1: e2 :: bi k (CI)(A),b,+}i,j~{l,2},i~j 
x()+E 
&::p, xe,::&::b, +b2t-[cr]A 
{f 1: PI x !I :: e2 1: bi I- [“I(A)~b,+}i,j~{l,2},i#,~ 
x[]+C, 
L :: p1 x PI :: t2 :: 6, + b2 k [a]A 
&::p, XP,::f2::bik[E]fQlSe x’ls-Ez 
These rules are based on the following observation. For p2 = Z!I :: 4 :: b, + b2, p2 ?+ pi 
iff one of the following cases hold: 
(1) L’,::e2::biapp;, for some i~{1,2}, and type(clz)=s; 
(2) ti ::/2:::bi8e, ::&::bi, for each i~{1,2}, and type(~)=& pk=pz. 
In rules x ( ) + E and x [ ] + E we exploit the fact that case 1. occurs and that, by 
rule par, t :: p1 x [I :: e2 :: bi +f+ e :: pi x pi, since c1 E sll x ~7~. 
In rules x ( ) + E and x [ ] + Ei we exploit the fact that case 2. occurs and that, by 
rule par, e::p, xel::e2::bi+%ee::pl, xpi, since a E ~11 x ~2, by the properties of x. 
8.65. Rules jbr process rejinement 
Rules for refinement are similar to the ones for choice with the feature that rules 0, 




IImr, d = {e :: P 1 xp2(e::pl xe,::tvpEjIAll) 
II(A)xvPll = {e :: p, x e, :: t I e :: p, x e, 1: tvP E ljAll) 
corresponding shift rules are 
e::p, ~p~I-(A)~~,::,~e::p,~e,::tt(A),~~ 
e::p, xel::tvpZtA e::p, xel::tvpt-A 
1. Rules applicable iff type(proj,(a)) = E: 
e::p, xe,::tvpl-(a)A 
f :: p, x e2 :: t k (a)A x ()VEl 
e::p, xtf2::tVpk(a)A 
e:: PI x pW(4x~,::lv 
x ()V&2 
e::p, xe,::tVpt-[a&4 
e::p, ~pt-[a](A),~,::~~e::p, xe,::tt[a]A x [IV& 
2. Rules applicable iff type(proj,(a)) = E: 
e :: pl x e, :: tVp t (a)A 
L :: pl x e2 :: t t (a)(A),g e :: p, x pk (a)(A),f, ::rV 
x ()VS 
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e :: p1 x l* :: tVp t [@]A 
f::p1 xe,::t~[a](A)xv~e::p, xpk[a](A),~z::,v 
x [WI 
8.66. Rules for recursion 
t :: PI x e2 :: recx.t t- (cc)A 
f :: p1 x /2 :: t[recx.t/x] t (@)A 
x ()rec 
/ :‘,,p: F2 ;;;ry;;;; ! ]A x [ lrec 
These rules are trivially based on the operational semantics of ret x. t. 
8.6.7. Rules for parallel composition 
We define extended formulas (A)x with the semantics 
[I(A)x 11 = {/ :: e1 :: ( PI x P2) x p3 lG::m x 6 ::(p2 x P3)E Ml13 
The shift rule is 
e::e, ::(p, x p2) x p3k(A), 
8:: p, x e, ::(p2 x p3)FA 
e::p, x81::(p3 xp4)t-(+I 
e::el::(pl x P3)X P4~m4)x 
x x0 PEW(~) 
e::p, xe*::(p3 x p4)k[[cc]A 
{e :: 6 :: (PI x P3) x p4 E m~h )iE{l,n} 
X X [lkft(a)= {Bi)iE{l,n) 
where, for a :: ~1 x 72 E &Act), Zeft( a:zl x~)={a:z},suchthatr=(rt XQJ)X~~,J, 
for r2,t x 22,~ E G?(Q). 
The underlying idea of these rules is that it is sufficient to associate on the left. The 
soundness of the rules is ensured by the associative property of parallel composition. 
However, the type of action CY must be changed to reflect the shift. Therefore, we 
consider actions in left(a). 
9. Soundness and completeness of the proof system 
The proof system is sound for arbitrary w:YP processes. Hence, it can be success- 
fully applied for proving properties of infinite state processes. However, it is complete 
only for regular processes, which are finite-state. 
Theorem 18 (Soundness). Assume p E $79.9’ over Act and Lot. For a closed L,, for- 
mula A over Act and Lot, p I- A implies p 1 A. 
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Proof of this theorem is shown in Appendix A and is obtained by proving that each 
rule is backward sound. The soundness of fixpoints rules follows from the reduction 
Lemma 16. 
The proof of completeness is based on the definition of an ordering < over formulas, 
which is well-founded for regular processes. 
Definition 19. Let A and A’ be closed L,, formulas over Act and Lot. We define A + A’ 
iff either A is a proper subformula of A’ or A’= oX{U}B and A =B[aX{ U, p}B/X] 
for p # U and o E {cl, v}, p E %9’9. 
It is quite obvious that for formulas with tags in a finite subset of 9799 the relation 
-X is well-founded. 
The proof of completeness relies on a main lemma. Assume p /= (rx)A (resp. p /= 
[a]A). The lemma shows that there exist sets of processes, {P~}~~I,,~) and {pJ}~iE(l,k~, 
such that pi k A, and p$ p; are subprocesses of p. Moreover, p E (cc)A (resp. p F [x]A) 
can be derived from premises {pikA}j,~l,,) and {p$ktrue},,,~~,~). 
Assume p E V’,Y9. We denote by 9, the least subset of closed %YY.Y processes 
such that, if p’ is a subprocess of p, then .3$&f C cY,,. 
Lemma 20. Assume p E ‘e.YW over Act and Lot und A u closed L,, Jbrmulu over Act 
und Lot. q p + (a)A (resp. p /= [MIA), with cx E &Act), then 
(I) there exist sets {pi E JY~}~~~,,~) and IPi E &)jc{I,k), GK+ that {pi ~A};~{l,n); 
(2) PE @)A (resp. p t [rlA)J can be deduced ,fiom {pi t A}iEfl,n) und {pit 
true)je{l,k). 
Moreover, for each i E { 1, n}, there exists p & pi that is consistent with x 
The proof of this lemma is shown in Appendix A and is by induction on a measure 
m(p), which is defined as follows 
l rn(/l :: /2 :: nil) = 0; 
0 m(C, :: f2 :: u.p) = 0; 
. m(f, ::!2::h, +b2)=1 +max(m((, ::di::bl),m(!, ::t*::b,)); 
0 rn([ :: tVp) = 1 + max(m(l :: t),m(p)); 
0 m(d :: recxl) = 1 + m(d :: t[recx.t/x]); 
l m(C::pi x p2)= 1 +m(pl)+2m(p2). 
Note that the measure is defined so that m(LI :: f2 :: (pl x ~2) x p3)) 4 m(el :: pl x (k2 :: 
P2 x P3)). 
Theorem 21 (Completeness). Assume p E WY.9 be a regular process over Act und 
Lot. For a closed L, formula A over Act and Lot and with tacgs in Yp, p j= A implies 
ptA. 
The proof of this theorem is shown in Appendix A and is by induction on +. 
The main observation is that for regular processes cYp is finite, so that -X is well- 
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founded. We show that if p h=A, then there exists a set {pi +Ai}iE(l,n), such that 
pi E 9* and A; 4 A, for each i E { 1, n}, and such that a proof of p t A can be obtained 
from {pi t Ai}iE(l,n). By induction hypothesis, proofs {pi t- Ai}iEll,n) indeed exist. For 
formulas (a)A and [alA, Lemma 20 is exploited. 
10. An example 
In this section we show the sketch of a proof for a simple property of the statechart 
of Fig. 1. Consider the process p = S :: recx.(G :: lub(ts).rec y.(H :: Zab(t6).xVa(H))V 
a(G)) representing the whole statechart as described in section 5. Let A s G A ([KjX) 
be an L, formula, for K = {a E Y(Z(II)) 1 d @trigger(a)}. Formula [K]4 for K = 
{al,... , a,}, is a shorthand for [al]@ A . . . A [a,]$. 
The formula vX.A express the property that always, if the environment does not 
produce d, state G is entered. Note how modal operators of p-calculus allows us to 
express in an elegant way properties involving assumptions on the behaviour of the 
environment. We have the following proof: 
p k vx.A 
Vl . . . 
A 
PIG pt- [allAl P t- CanlAl 
711 ... % 
where Al = vX{p}.A. Since process p is not in the tag of the fixpoint formula rule VI 
is applied, i.e. the fixpoint formula is unfolded. Moreover, the formula Al is considered 
in order to record that process p has already been checked. 
We will show only proof RI for a1 =a1 : E and at =({a,b,c},{a} 4 {b} < {c}). The 
other cases are similar. 
1. Proof 7rl is as follows: 
pk [all.4 





where A2 = (A1 )S :: [4v is an extended assertion and t4 = G :: lab(&).rec y.(H :: lab(tb).tb 
V,(H)) and &j = recx.(G :: lab(ts).rec y.(H :: kzb(&,)xVa(H))Va(G)). 
1.1. Proof 7ct,r is as follows: 
S :: t4 t- [allAl , l3 
Note that rule []s can be applied, since at # Zub(ts) and type(cq ) = E. 
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1.2. Since a(G) = G :: a(E) x E(F), proof 711,2 is as follows: 
m(G) 1[~I,IIAz a(G) t [~11,2]A2 a(G) I- [~(,,3]A2 
7tl,2,1 x1.2.2 =l,2.3 
where ~(1,1==al:Fx&, a,,2=az:&x& ~l,3=a3:EX~. 
1.2.1. Proof 7c1.2,1 is as follows: 
G :: a(E) x a(F) I- [a,, ,]A2 
G :: N(E) x F :: t; k [q,]A2 
x [ ]rec 
I 
a(E) t- [q,lA2 
x [I 
where 1; = B :: lub(t3)recy.D :: lab(tb).t2 and t2 = recx.B :: lub(ts).rec y.D :: lub(th)x. 
Moreover, A3 =(A~)G~~;‘, with ty =recy.D:: lub(th).tz and LX;,, =({a,b}, {a} + (6)): E: 
Note that a{,, @lub(t3): c=a1,1. 
We have 
NE) k WI, ,]A3 
E:: t; i- [cr;,]Aj 
red 1 
[I4 
where tl = recx.A :: lab(t,).recy.C :: lub(t2).x, ti =A :: kub(t,).recy.C ::lub(tz).t,, ti’ = 
recy.C :: lub(tz).t,. 
In fact, type(ai,,)=E and ({a,b},{u}+{b})~#(lub(t,)). 
1.2.2. Proof 711,2,2 is as follows: 
G :: a(E) x a(F) 1 [a,JAz 
G :: cc(E) x F :: t; t- [q2]A2 
x []rec 
x [I 
In fact, for each CJ E #(lub(ts)), 6 E trigger(a) so that there exists no action ~‘1.~ such 
that c(I,~EcL~,~@cs:E. 
1.2.3. Proof nl,2,3 is as follows: 
G :: a(E) x LX(F) E [CL,,,& 
G :: a(E) x F :: ti I- [~(l,3jA2 
x [ ]rec 
W) t- k(3lA3 
x [I 
where LX’,~ = ({a,b}, (a> + {b}) : E. 
Note that type(proj,(al,s)) = E and al,3 = a;,3 @ lub(t3) : E. 
We have 
a(E) 1 [$31A3 
E :: t; t- [4JA3 
i-d 1 
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where tl = reed :: lab(t,).recy.C :: Zab(tz).x, ti =A :: lab(tl).recy.C :: lab(t2).tl, ti’ = 
recy.C :: lab(tl).tl. 
Let p’ = S :: t4VG :: E :: tr x F :: t[. We have the following proof: 
P’ t- VX{PM 
VI 
. . . 
P’ k G P’ k [a1 IA4 P’ 1 [ah44 
A 
xi 
. . . 
6 
where A4 = vX{ p, p’}.A. Note that rule vi is applied, since the process 
been already checked, i.e. it is not in the tag of the fixpoint formula. 
Proof rc{ is analogous to proof rci due to the analogy of processes p 
omitting the details, proof ?rl, is as follows: 
p’ has not 
and p’. By 
P t vx{ P, P’).A \?2 
In this case rule v2 instead of v1 is applied and this completes the proof. In a similar 
way the proofs p’ 1 [aj]A4, for i E (2, n}, are constructed. 
Note that the proof is complex, even if the statechart of Fig. 1 is simple. However, 
the compositional proof system allows us to reuse subproofs. Moreover, if we replace 
a component, for instance G, we must redo only the part of the proof concerning a(G). 
It is clear that only very simple proofs can be done by hand. However, one can use 
an interactive proof checker, based for instance on Coq [8], for helping the user in the 
construction of a proof. 
11. Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented a compositional verification method for statecharts. 
The result has been achieved in two steps: 
(1) A process language 99 has been defined, which can be instantiated to model 
statecharts according to the semantics of Pnueli and Shalev. 
(2) A compositional proof system for checking p-calculus properties of 9’9 processes 
has been defined. Such a proof system is sound in general and it is complete for 
finite-state processes including the ones representing statecharts. 
The process language 9.9 is parametric in the set of basic actions and in two op- 
erations over actions (parallel composition and conflict), which are used in its labelled 
transition system semantics. Its main features are an operator of refinement and the 
explicit use of locations. Moreover, both non-idle and idle actions of processes are ex- 
plicitly represented in the labelled transition system. The assumption is that idle actions 
are performed iff no non-idle action is possible, i.e. the process is idle only on actions 
that are in conflict with its possible actions. Such a semantics permits to suitably define 
in a compositional way processes modelling statecharts, where basic actions describe 
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transitions and locations correspond to statecharts boxes. The main problem is to find 
adequate basic actions and operations of parallel composition and conflict, which cor- 
rectly models steps. In fact, the maximality of reaction has to be combined with the 
principles of causality and consistency. We have shown that these problems can be 
solved by considering basic actions representing both the input-output of transitions 
and the causal ordering between input and output. 
A process-algebraic version of statecharts has been proposed in [32]. The language 
has an operator of refinement similar to the one of 9’9. However, the semantics 
of the language is significantly different. The main point is that idle actions are not 
explicitely considered so that empty steps of statecarts are not explicitly represented 
in the labelled transition semantics. This approach leads to a semantics, that is not 
equivalent to the one of Pnueli and Shalev. We have shown in [22] some examples 
to point out the necessity of considering idle actions. Intuitively, explicit empty steps 
are necessary to distinguish empty steps from non-defined reactions, due to causal 
paradoxes. The same problem arises also in the labelled transition system semantics 
of [31]. 
It is important to stress that the language 9.7 is not ad-hoc for statecharts and 
other languages such as SCCS and CBS (Calculus of Broadcasting Systems) can be 
embedded in it. Consider a simple version of 9’9 without location declarations 
4a.PlPl + P2lPIVP2 / rrcx.p/ PI x p2. 
For SCCS over Act, it is sufficient to consider a x h = ab and #(a) = 8, for each 
a E Act U {*}. 
The language CBS has broadcast as the communication mechanism. Therefore, send- 
ing is autonomous, while receiving is controlled by the environment. Moreover, it is 
assumed that at each time only one message is communicated. Given a set of names 
d = {a, b, c, . .}, the set of basic actions is given by d? U .d!, where d? = {a? j a E A} 
and .r9! = {a! / a E A}. Intuitively a? and a! represent the action of receiving a and 
broadcasting n, respectively. The operational semantics of CBS processes is given in 
the SOS style by considering transitions labelled by .d = .d? U d! U .d :, where .G! : 
={a: IaEd} and a: is the action of discurdiny a. Discarding actions d : are used 
for achieving the following behaviour: a process cannot discard a message, if it is 
waiting for it. This is obtained by the following rules for receiving actions a?.p 2 p 
and a?.p R a?.p, where a # 6. On the other hand, for sending actions the transitions 
are a!.p fi p and a!.p z a!.~. These transitions are justified by the fact that sending 
is autonomous and that only one message can be produced at each time. An operation 
of parallel composition over d is defined for performing the commmunication. For 
instance the parallel composition of a! and a? gives a!, while that of a? and b! is not 
defined for a # b. It is quite obvious the similarity between idle actions and discard 
actions of CBS. Therefore, a CBS process can be seen as an 9’9 process by tak- 
ing Act = J9? U d! U .d :, x as the parallel product defined in [28], and #(a!) (resp. 
#(a?))={b: lbEd,b#a}, and #(*)={a: lard}. 
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The compositional proof system for 9’9’ is an adaptation of some ideas proposed 
in [3] for the compositional verification of a simple CCS-like language. However, 
the different semantics of our language leads to a more complex proof system, in 
particular because of the distinction between idle and non-idle actions. Such a proof 
system provide a sound and complete method for the compositional verification of 
statecharts. 
It is important to stress that the non-modularity of the semantics i  a limitation for the 
application of other methods of compositional verification to statecharts, uch as the 
method of modular model checking based on the assumption-commitment paradigm 
suggested by [6] for CTL. These difficulties are pointed out also in [15], where a 
compositional xiomatization of statecharts in a first order logic is proposed. Due to the 
well-known problems of the Pnueli and Shalev semantics, the causal ordering between 
inputs and outputs is explicitly represented in the axiomatization so that the proof 
system is quite complex and difficult to apply. 
The research presented in this paper could be the basis for future research concern- 
ing real-time extensions of statecharts. In [24,23] it is presented an extension of the 
compositional proof system for treating a real-time (discrete) version of 9’9. This new 
language is capable of modelling a real-time version of statecharts with minimal and 
maximal delay associated to transitions. The logic is an extension of p-calculus with 
freeze quantification and clock constraints [l], which is powerful enough to express 
the classical bounded temporal properties, It would be interesting to study how this 
approach can cope with a dense timed version of statecharts [ 181. 
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Appendix A 
In this appendix we show a sketch of the proofs of Theorems 18 and 21. The 
complete proofs can be found in [24]. 
Theorem 18. Assume p E WY.9 be a regular process over Act and Lot. For a closed 
L, formula A over Act and Lot and with tags in Y,, if p E A then p + A. 
Proof. It is sufficient o show that each rule is backward sound. We show only the 
main cases for formulas (a) A. 
l Rule ( ),. 
Assume~::t+A.Bydefinition,/::/i::a.t”~/::t sothat/::ei::a.tb(a:s)A. 
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l Rule +( )a. 
Assume k’ :: e, :: bi + (CX) A. Since CI E P’(Act), there exists G :: P, :: bi +% p’, such that 
p’ t=A. Since type(~) = E, by rule choice,, P :: e, :: b, + b2 A p’. Since p’ +A, then 
/ :: e, :: b, + b2 k (IX) A. 
l Rule +( )E. 
Assume e::L’, :: bl k (a) true, d:: LI :: bZ b (u) true and /::P, :: bl + b* +A. Since 
a E .Y(Act), there exists f :: P, 1: bi A G :: dl :: bi, for each in {1,2}. Since type(u)=E, 
then by rule choicel, e :: c!, :: bI + bZ & e :: L’, :: bl + bz. Since d:: d, :: b, + bZ FA, 
t :: P, :: b, + bZ k (8) A. 
l Rule V( ) a2. 
Assume P k (x) (A)/ :: TV. Since o! E Y(Act), there exists p & p’, such that p’ k 
(A)/ -!v, i.e. e :: t Vp’ /=A. Since type(a) = E, by rule 82, G :: t Vp A e :: tVp’. Since 
&::tVp’+A, then e::tVpk(%)A. 
l Rule V( )E,. 
Assume & :: t k (cc) A. Since c1 E Y(Act), there exists L :: t +% p’, where p’ /= A. Since 
type(a) = 8, by rule VI, e :: t Vp A p’. Since p’ + A, then k :: t Vp b (LX) A. 
l Rule V( )E. 
Assume C! :: t + (CX) t rue and p k (a) true and 8 :: t Vp /=A. Since CI E Y’(Act), there 
exist &::t I% e::t and p & p. By V3, &::tVpA e::tVp. Since L::tVpt=A, then 
P :: t Vp /= (a) A. 
l Rule a( ). 
n, 
Assume / :: p1 x p2 b (,!I) A. There exists e :: p1 x p2 t% p, which is consistent with ,!3 
and p + A. Since j3 E &(a), type*@) = type(u), so that type(E) = type($) and CI = 0’. 
Since p FA, f :: p1 x p2 t= (LX) A. 
l Rule x( ),. 
Assume PI b (/?)(A)/ x e, -[. There exists p1 f, pi, such that is it consistent with p 
and P{ k(A)/x~,::t, namely 8::~; xL’l::tkA. 
Since CI E /I ~3 (a : E), then there exists a’ E /?’ x (a : E), such that type*(a) = type(d). 
Sincerl::t2::a.t~G,::t,byrulepar,C::plxd,::P*::a.t~e::p;xd, :: t, which 
is consistent with CL Since G :: pi x PI :: t k A, G :: p1 x e, :: &2 :: a. t + (E) A. 
l Rule x( j2. 
Assume pl b (p)(A)/ x y, ::tz ::U.f. There exists pi f+ pi, such that it is consistent with 
/I and pi k(A)/ X /, ::F~ ::a.f, namely G :: pi x [I :: P2 :: a.t b A. 
Since a E p@ (b : E), then there exists LX’ E j?’ x (b : E), such that type*(a) = type(d). 
Since e1::ez::a.t fiel::k’,::a.t, by rule par, t::plxel::E2::a.t L e::p{ x6,:: 
rP2 :: a. t, which is consistent with CL 
Since / :: pi x e, ::ez::a.tbA, 6::pl xe,::t2::a.tb(c~)A. 
l Rule x ( ) + 8. 
Assume G :: pi x 8, :: 82 :: bi k (CC) A, for some i E { 1,2}. By definition, there exists 
a’ 
C :: p, X tf, 1: P2 1: bi H p’, which is consistent with c1 and such that p’ k A. More- 
z’ 
over, t :: p1 x tl :: t2 :: bi H p ’ iff by rule par, p1 5 p{ and e, ::& :I bi 5 p:, with 
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p’=p{ x pi and cc’~cr{ x LX;. Moreover, Lr ::ez::b; 4 H pi is consistent with ~2 = a2 : 
72, for CI = a : TJ X 72 and czi =a2 : T;. Since type(projz(cc)) = E, type(cri) = E and 
xi= CQ. By rule choice,, tf’, :: t2 1: bi 5 pi implies er :: e2 :: bl + b2 ?+ pi. Therefore, 
by rule par, p1 x k’, :: L’2 :: (61 + b2) d e :: pi x pi, which is consistent with CL Since 
6’:: p; x p; +A, L :: p, x fl :: f2 :: b, + b2 b (N) A. 
l Rule x ( ) + F. 
Assume 8 :: PI x e, :: e2 :: 6, k (u.)(A)~~~+ and L’ :: pl x z!‘! :: L’2 :: b2 b (N)(A)~~,+. For 
each ie{1,2}, there exists f::p, xe,::~!,::bi t% k :: P{,~ x P;,~ such that /:I pi,, x 
Ph,, I= (A)xb,+. Moreover, L:: p1 x el ::& :: bi 5 L’:: p{,, x p;i is consistent with CL, 
for each iE { 1,2}. 
For each ie{1,2}, d::pl xe,::f,::bi ?S C :: P{,~ x P;,~ has been obtained by rule 
par applied to pl 6 P{,~ and Lt :I& :: bi “” 
I 
H ~4,~ and cli E XI x cxi’. Moreover, p1 I% 
P;,~ is consistent with ai : 71 and &t :: 82 1: bi c PL,~ is consistent with a:’ : 72, where 
x=a: z1 x ~2 and a(l=a,ll : r(/, a,l=ai:Tl. 
Since type(proj2(cc)) = E, then type(ay) = F and pi,2 = e, :: l’z :: bi. By the proper- 
ties of x, IX; = ai. Therefore, by rule choicq, L’, :: tf’2 :: bl + b2 5 L’, :: d2 :: b, + bz. 
By rule par, L:: pl x L, ::ez :: bl + 62 t% / :: p1.i x L, ::L2 :: bl + b2, which is consis- 
tent with CI. Since L :: ~1.1 x e, :: t!2 :: bl k (A)Xb2+ and e :: P)I,~ x e, :: ~!2 :: b2 k (A)xt,,+, 
then d:: pi,, x L’, :: L’2 :: bl + b2 f=A and &:: p1 x e, :: ~“2 :: bl + b2 + (a) A. 
l Rule x( )VE~. 
Assume e:: pI x p + (a)(A),/, ::t~. There exists e:: pl x p L e:: pi x p’, which is 
consistent with 51 and such that f::pl, x~‘~(A)~E~:-~v, i.e. /::p{ xL’2::tVp’bA. 
I’ ‘4 
We have e:: pl x p H L’:: pi x p’ iff by rule par, pl H pi, p ?+ p’ and 
4 CI’ E cz{ x LX;. Moreover, p1 H pi is consistent with CL, =a, : ZI and p 2 p’ is consis- 
tent with a2=a2 : ~2, for a=a : 71 x 22 and xj=a, : zi. 
Since type@roj,( cr)) = E, then LX:! = CY~ and type(cci) = E. By rule 02, e2 :: t Vp 5 
e2 :: tVp’. 
By applying rule par, 8 :: pl x /2 :: t Vp d / :: pi x e2 :: t V p’, which is consistent 
with a. Since L :: pi x l2 :: t Vp’ /=A, G :: pl x ~f2 :: t Vp b (CX) A. 
l Rule xx( ). 
Assume L :: /2 :: (pl x ~2) x p3 + (/3)(A)X. By definition, there exists L’:: LZ :: (p, x 
p2) x p3 & / :: L2 :: (p’, x pi) x pi, which is consistent with fl and such that t!‘:: d2 :: 
(p{ x pi) x pi +(A)., i.e. e:: pi x tT2 :: (pi x pi) FA. 
Wehave~::~2::(plxpz)xp~~~::C2::(p~xp~)xpi,iffbyruiepar,t.2::plx 
p2 6 e2 :: pi x p; and p3 d pi, where /?’ E p’, x ,$. Moreover, e2 :: pl x p2 b 
L’2 :: pi x pi iff, by rule par, pl ‘A p{ and p2 !k pi, where fl{ E ,O’,,, x lji.2. 
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By associativity of X, j’ E fi{, , x (/Ii,, x &). By rule par, t :: p, x t“2 :: (~2 x ~3) f+ 
P::p~xd~::(p~xp;).Sincef::rC*::(p~Xp2)xp3~i::f2::(P;xp~)xp~iscon- 
sistent with p, then l:: pi x f2 ::(p2 x p3) c / :: pi x P2 :: (pi x pi) is consistent 
with 2. Actually, /I E left(~). Since / :: pi x P2 :: (pk x pi) FA, then ( :: PI x f2 :: (p2 
x P3)k(4A. 
l The soundness of shift rules is obvious. 0 
Lemma 20. Assume p E g’Y9 over Act and Lot and A a closed formula (possibly 
extended) over Act and Lot. For a E &(Act), if p b (a) A (resp. p + (z) A), then 
(1) there exist sets {pi~Y~};c{l,~) and {p,!~Y)p}jE{l,k), such that {p; k=A}iril,,); 
(2) Pi A (resp. pk(a) A)) can he derived ,from {pi tA}j,Il.,l und 
{Pj 1 true),,{l,kp 
Moreover, for each i E { 1, n}, there exists p I% p, that is consistent with LX. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on m(p). We show only the significant cases. 
b Assume p=f::f, ::nil. 
p b (3) A iff cx E Y(Act) and x = b : E with b E #(*) and p + A. Moreover, we obtain 
p 1 (x) A from p k A by rule ( )nil. 
l Assume p=f::f, ::a.t. 
p k (3) A iff cx E Y’(Act) and either x = a : r: and f::tbA or a=b: E with bE#(a) 
and pkA. 
We have p t (x) A from k :: t k A and p k A, by applying rules ( ), , ( )2 respectively. 
Moreover, t :: t, p E .Bp C Yp. 
b Assume p=f::f~ ::bl fb2. 
p b (#x) A iff x E 9’(Act) and there exists p +% p’, such that p’ +A. By definition 
p A p’ has been obtained either by rule choice) or choicez. 
l If p +% p’ has been obtained by choice,, f :: e, :: b, A p’ and type(u) = E, for some 
i~{l,2}. Therefore, /::c, ::bi+(cc) A. 
Since m(f::fl ::b;)<m(P::f~ :: bl + b2), by induction hypothesis, for some iE 
{1,2}, there exist {pi E %,,/, ::~,};E{I.,,} and {pi’ E ~~::J, ::h,}j~{~.k), such that pi k.4 
forjE{l,n}. Moreover, Y::C~::b,k(x) A can be derived from {P,kA}j~~l,~) and 
{P;ktrue)j~{l,k}. 
( 1) It is obvious that pi, p/’ E 5$, for each j E { 1, n}, j E { 1, k}. 
(2) Since type(x)=E, pt-(a) A can be obtained from {pjkA}jgil,,> and {p,‘k 
true}jE~l.k~, by applying rule +( )a to P :: C, :: bi t (‘z) A. 
Moreover, since & :: L, :: b; A p, and type(r) = E, then by choice,, p A pj for each 
jE {l,n}. 
l If p +% p’ has been obtained by rule choicez, then P :: 1c, :: bl +% !:: /I :: bl and 
/ :: P, :: b2 A f::fl::b2 and type(z)=C, p’=p. Hence, pbA and L’::Pl::bij= 
(xjtme, for each i E { 1,2}. Since m(f :: f1 :: b;) <m(R :: /I :: bl + b2), by induction 
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hypothesis, for each i E { 1,2}, there exist {pi,j E Ye::-, ::t,,}iE(t,n,I such that, for each 
iE{1,2}, /::/I ::bik(a) true, can be obtained from {Pi,jkttrue}j~~,,nz~. 
(1) It is obvious that p, pi,j E $, for each i E { 1,2} and for each j E { 1, ni}. 
(2) Since type(a) = E, pl- (a) A can be obtained from pt-A and {pi,j k 
tmeIiE{l,2}jE {l,ni}~ by applying rule +()E to {E::et ::bil-((a) tme}i,(l,z) and 
pt-A. 
l Assume p=/::tVp”. 
p b (u) A iff CI E Y(Act) and there exists p +$ p’, where p’ b A. By definition p & p’ 
has been obtained by the application either of rule VI, 82 or VJ. 
l If rule Vr has been applied, then the proof is similar to the first case of choice. 
l If rule V2 has been applied, then p” & p”‘, where type(a) = E and p’ = & :: 
t VP”‘. Since 8 :: t VP”’ F-A, then p”’ k (A)rzzro and p” b (a)(A)~::to. Since 
m(p”)<m(p), by induction hypothesis, there exist {pi E Y~~~}i~(t,nl and {p; E 
~~/~}j~{l,k), such that pi b(A) e TV, for each iE {l,n}. Moreover, p”t (a)(A)ezzro :: 
can be obtained from {pi k (A)d::tV}iE{l,n) and {p,f k tme}j,(l,k>. 
(1) Since pi E L$J and pib(A)e::to, then /::tVpikA, for each iE{l,n}. Since 
type(a) = & and p” A pi, then by V2, p A / :: pi, for each i E { 1, n}. Therefore, 
/ :: t Vpi E W,G YP. It is obvious that p,! E YP, for each j E { 1, k}. 
(2) Since type(a)=&, e::tVp” t (a) A can be obtained from {pi t (A)l::tV}ic(l,,) 
and {pj t- ttme}jc(l,k) by applying rule V( )E2 to p”F (a)(A)c:-lv. Moreover, 
{Pit(A)d::tV}i~{l,n}, are obtained by shift rule from (8 :: t Vpi t A}ic(l,n). 
l If p ?+ pl has been obtained by 03, the case is analogous to the one of choice2 
l Assume p=/: p1 x ~2. 
We have p k (a) A iff either a E 9’(Act) and there exists p & p’, where p’ +A, or 
a E B(Act) \ 9’(Act) and there exists p A p’, such that it is consistent with a and 
P’ l=A. 
For a E Y(Act), G :: p1 x p2 A p’ iff, by rule par, p1 t% pi and p2 ?+ pi, with 
aEalxa2andp’=e::p:xp~.Assumeai=ai:zi,a=a:z.Wehavep~(p)A,for 
p = a : ~1 x 72 E &Act) iff /I E &(a). We obtain pt (a) A from p k (8) A by applying 
rule 8( ). 
Hence, it is sufficient to show the case of (/I) A with /I E &‘(Act) \ Y(Act). A similar 
reasoning applies also to the case of (a) A. The proof is by cases on ~2. 
Note that p & p’ is consistent with B iff pl 2 pi and p2 t% pi, with a E a1 x a2. 
Moreover, for each i E { 1,2}, pi ” ++ p[ is consistent wtth pi = ai : Ti, where ai = ai : 7: 
and fi =a : 71 x 72, a = a : z and type(a) = type*(B). Therefore, /I E pr @ /I2 and by 
definition of extended types, 82 = a2. 
0 Suppose pz=el ::/z::a.t. 
We have p2 z pi iff either a2 = a : E and pi = 8, ::t or a2=b : E with bE#(a) and 
p;=p2. 
l If a2 =a : E, then p1 I% pi, such that L’:: pi x el :: t +A, i.e. p1 k (al)(A)/ x e, ::f. 
There exists /It =ur : 71 E d(Act) and p E pt @ a2 and p1 s p{ is consistent with 
PI. Therefore, PI I= (Bl )(A)/ x /, :: I. 
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Since m(pl) <m(p), by induction hypothesis, there exist {pi’ E Sfff,}iE(,,n) and 
{p/‘~S$,}~~(,,k), such that p~i=(A)/x~,::t, for each iE{l,n}. Moreover, p, F 
(Bl)V)/ x I, ::t canbe obtained from {P[I~(A)~~~,::~}~~(,,~) and {p,!“tt~e}j,z~,.k). 
(1) Since Pyrex/,:-,, then e::prxe,::tkA. Moreover, since p, 5 PI that 
is consistent with /I,, then by rule par, p c e :: py x d, :: t that is consistent 
with b. Therefore, G :: py x L 1 :: t E Yp, for each i E { l,n}, and py’ E Lf”, for each 
jE {l,k}. 
(2) We have e :: p, x p2 t- @)A from p, 1 @,)(A)[ x I, ::f by applying rule x ( ),. 
Moreover, for each i E { 1, n}, we have py 1 (A),+ x /, :: I from L’ :: py x e, :: t 1 A by 
shift rule. Therefore, p!- (/3) A can be obtained from {e:: pi’ x e, :: t kA}i,~,,,) 
and {p$“ttme}j~~,,k). 
l If ~2 = b : E, the proof is similar to the previous one. 
b Suppose p2 = e, :: e2 :: b, + b2. 
By definition p2 t% pi has been obtained either by rule choice, or by rule choicez. 
l If p2 fJ+ pi has been obtained by rule choice,, then e, :: e2 :: bi I% pi, where 
type(rz)=a,forsomeiE{1,2}. Bydepar,P::p,xL,::~2::bi&~::p\xp~. 
Since /::p’, xp$kA, then t!::p, xL’::f2::bii=((a) A and e::p, x&::Pz:: 
b; k (p) A. Since m(/ :: p, x f :: f2 :: bi) <m(p), by induction hypothesis, there exist 
{pi’Eyr::p, x/, ::r2::b,)i~{~,n) and {~jl"E%:~, XF, ::/2::b,}j~{~,k}, such that {p,” k 
A}j t 11,~). Moreover, e::p, X/l ::&2::bik(/?) A can be obtained from { pj’ t 
A)je{,.n) and {pj” t- tme)jE{,,k). 
(1) It is obvious that pf,p/‘~Lf& for eachjE{l,n} and for eachjE{l,k}. 
(2) Since type(or2) = F, then type@roj2(lj)) = E, and we obtain e :: p1 x e, :: f2 ::b, + 
62 F @)A by applying rule x ( ) + E to C! :: p1 x e, :: E2 :: b, k (p) A. 
Moreover, since e:: p, x r, :: d2 :: bi I% p,!’ that is consistent with p and type 
(proj,(P)) = E, it is obvious that p 2 pj’, for each j E { l,n}. 
l If p2 ?+ pi has been obtained by rule choicez, then e, :: r2 :: b, ?+ L’, :: e2 :: b, and 
P, 1: e2 1: b2 t% e, :: P2 :: b2, where type( c12) = E and pi = ~2. By rule par, for each 
iE{1,2}, d::p, xe,::e2::bi & L’::pl, xe,::!,::bi. Since pi=p2, e::pl, xf,:: 
[2::b, + b2+A and e::p{ xL’,::e,::b, +(A)Xb2+ and L’::pl, xe,::d2::b2+ 
(A) xh,+. Moreover, tf::p, xL’,::e,::b,k((~~)(A)~~~+ and L’::p, xd,::e2::b2+ 
(d(A)xb,+ and e::p, x&l::e2::b, b((P)(A)xhz+ and e::p, x&,::e2::b2+(p) 
(A) xb1+. 
Since m(e::p, XL’, ::e2::bi)<m(p), by induction hypothesis, for each i l {1,2}, 
there exist {PIiEyt::pl x/, ::/2::b,}jE{l,n,}> {Pi: Ey/::p, x /, ::f2 ::b,}jE{l,k,} such that 
pi, j=(A)xbz+ and ~i~i=(A)~~,+. Moreover, for each iE{1,2}, e::p, x e, ::e2::bi 
k MA)xb,+ can be obtained from {pli t- (A)xb,+}jEi,,n,) and {p$ t- tme}j,(,,k,). 
(1) Since pit2 k(A)Xb,+ and px, +(A)Xh2+, p:12 =L’:: pj,2 x d, ::& :: bi and pl, 
=C::pj,, xtf’,::L’2::b{. Hence, e::pj,, xL,::82::b’, +bzkA and d::pj,2x&,:: 
e2 :: b, + bi +A. It is quite obvious that / :: pj,, x (9, :: e2 :: b’, + b2, G :: P,,~ x k’, :: 
ez::b, ibiEYp and p$~Sff. 
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(2) Since type(a2) = E; then tJqz?@roj,(pjj = E and 8:: pl x L’, :: c?~ :: b, + b2 t J$) A 
can be obtained from (8:: pl x e, ::L’z ::bj t (a)(A)xb,}j,jf il,Zf,i+j by applying rule 
x ( )+.C By shift rule premises pi, t (A)xbZ+ and p_i(2 1 (Ajxb,+ are obtained from 
L::pj,~~&~::~~::b~+b~~AandL::p/,~x~I::e2::b~tA. 
0 Suppose p2 = el :: t VP”. 
By definition p2 5 p; has been obtained either by rule V1, V2 or 773. The cases of 
VI and V3 are similar to those of choicel and choicez, respectively. 
Assume p2 2 pi has been obtained by rule Vz. By definition, p” t% p”‘, where 
type(a2) = E and pi = L’:: t VP”‘. By rule par, L’ :: p1 x p” & C! :: pi x p”‘. 
Since l::pl, xp;kA, then &::pi ~p”‘/=(A)~~,::~o. Moreover, e::p, xp”+ 
(a)(Aj,rlzzr~ and L::pl x p”~((P)(Ajx/,::r~. Since m(6::pl x p”)<m(p), by in- 
duction hypothesis, there exist {pi” EL&~, xprr)jE(l,n) and (4”~ Yf::,, xp~X}jEtl,k)r 
such that {pj’ k(A)x/,::l~)jG(~,n). Moreover, 8 :: p] x p” k (/?)(A),/, ::f~ can be ob- 
tained from {pf’k (A),/, ::‘V}j~(l,n) and {pJ’k true}jGil,n_j. 
(1) For each j~(l,k}, p$“~9& Since p/II/=(A)x~,::t~, then p~‘=&::pl,jXp2,j 
and e:: pl,j x e1 :: t Vpz,j + A. Since e :: pi x pi A p,? that is consistent with j? 
and type(proj,(Pjj = E, then p 3 e :: pl,j x e, :: t Vp2,j. Therefore, & :: PI,, xe, :: 
t VP&, E q. 
(2) Since type(az) = E, then type(proj,(Pjj = E, and we obtain e::p, xe::tVp”br 
@)A by applying rule x ( )Vq to e :: p] x p”k (/l)(A)./, ::r~. 
Moreover, premises {p,!‘k(Aj,/, -tv}iE tl,n) are obtained by shift rule from 
{e:: PI,/ x 4 :: tvP2,.jtA)iC(~,n). 
l Suppose p2 = e2 :: p3 x p4. 
We have p2 ?+ pi iff p3 5 pi and p4 t% p’ 4, where or2 E ai x a; and pi =t’~ ::pi x pi. 
Sincee::p/lxe2::(p~xp~)~A,then&::e~::(p~xp~jxpl,~(Ajx. 
We have a E (~(1 x a;) x CC: by associativity of x . By rule par, C :: 8, :: (p, x p3j x 
p4 2~ e::d2 I:(~; x p;j x pi. 
Moreover, 6:: 6’2 :: (p, x p3) x p4 +% L’:: 8, :: (p’, x pi) x pi is consistent with fi’, 
for /YE k@(p), such that p’=a : (~1 x 72) x ~3, where z3 =type(ay), type(ai)=~z 
and ~1 = type(al). 
Therefore, e :: e2 :: (pI x p3j x p4 /= (fl’)(AjX. Since m(e:: r2 :: (PI x p3) x p4) 
<m(p), by induction hypothesis there exist (p,” E Y~::J~ .:cp, x p,) x pa~ > ,E~l,n) and 
{,,,I E %:r2::(p, X p,) x I&{l,k}? such that p:’ /= (A jX , for each i E { 1, n>. Moreover, 
ke,::p, xp3Xp4t(fl’)(A)x can be obtained from from {pfk(Aj,},C~l,n~ and 
{,,,I k tme)jE{l,kj. 
(1) Since P:‘E~c:/,::(~, X p3)X P4) and P:’ k(A)., then pi’ = L :: 82 :: (pj,‘, x p$) x 
p$, and e :: p:i x 82 :: (p& x ~1,‘~) /=A. By repeating a reasoning similar to the 
one of the other cases, C :: pi,‘, x /2 :: (pi,‘, x pi,‘,) E &. Moreover, pj” t Yp, for 
each Jo {l,k}. 
(2) Since j_?’ E /efi@), we obtain 8 :: pl x p2 k (P)A by applying rule x x () to 8 :: e2 :: 
(PI x ~3) x p4 F (B’)(A)X. Moreover, {pi’ I- (A),}iE(l,n) are obtained by shift rule 
from {e:: p$ x &2 ::(pi$ x p~,~)kA}it(l,,~. Cl 
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Theorem 21. Assume p E WY9 be a regular process over Act and Lot. For a closed 
L,, formula A over Act and Lot and with tags in .Y& [f p + A then p t A. 
Proof. We show that for each p’ E CYp, if p’ k A, then p’ t A. The proof is by well- 
founded induction on 4. 
l A = P (resp.-P). Since p’ + A then P E loc(p’)( resp. P $ loc( p’)). In both cases 
p’ t A by prop, (resp. prop,). 
l A = A0 A A,. Since p’ + A, then p’ k A;, for each i E (0, l}. Moreover, A, + A and, 
by induction hypothesis, p’ t Ai, for each i E (0, I}. The claim trivially follows by 
rule A. 
l A = A0 V Al. Since p’ k A, then p’ b A;, for some i E (0, I}. Moreover, A, 3 A and, 
by induction hypothesis, p’ t Ai, for some i E (0, l}. The claim trivially follows by 
rule V. 
l A=pX{U}.B. 
Since p’ /= pX{ U}.B, then by the semantics of least fixpoints p’ .$ U and by Lemma 
16, p’ b B[pX{ U, p’} .B/X]. Since B[@Z{ U, p’} .B/X] + pX{ U}.B, by induction 
hypothesis, p’ t B[pX{ U, p’} .B/X] and by rule p, p’ k pLx{ U} .B. 
l A = vX{ U}.B. By Lemma 16 p’ k vX{ U}.B implies that either p’ E U or p’ k B[vX 
{U, p’} .B/X]. In the first case p’ k vX{ U}.B by rule ~2. In the second case, since 
B[vX{ U, p’} .B/X] 4 vX{ U}.B, by induction hypothesis, p’ t B[vX{ U, p’}.B/X] and 
by rule VI, p’tvX{U}.B. 
. A = (cc)B (A= (cr)B). S ince p’ k (a)B then by Lemma 20 it follows that there ex- 
ist {Pi E $~)i, {I.~) and {pi E ypf}iE{l,k), such that {pi I=BB)t, {I,~}. Moreover, 
p’t(a)B can be obtained from {pitB}i,il,n) and {p~ttrue}iE~l,k). Since B 4 
(;OB and by definition {pi E cYp}iE 11,~) and {pi E CY;,}lE~I,A), by induction hypoth- 
esis proofs {p; t B}i, {I,~) and {p,’ k true}i E ~l,k) indeed exist. 0 
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